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1. INTRODUCTION

The recent developments in high intensity light sources,

particularly the laser, have focused interest and concern on

damage - both accidental and therapeutic - to the human eye.

The retina of the eye is particularly susceptible to light-

induced damage. Considerable research has gone into a study of

retinal damaqe and its repair. However, the major part of this

work has dealt with gross damage. By contrast in our program

we have tried to develop techniques that allow us to look at

the ulectron microscopic level at damage throughout the entire

retina as a function of the frequency of the bombarding radiation

(its color) duration of radiation exposure and its intensity.

We have also undertaken to examine electron microscopically the

morphology of the retina following abuse by either laser light

or other electromagnetic radiation in an attempt to understand

the repair mechanisms.

Important to our understanding of damage and repair

is a detailed understanding of how photoreceptors work. Our

approach to this problem has been largely physical. Three

years ago we began the program by accepting the trichromatic

picture of color detection. However, over the last few years

we have been led to the conclusion that the cones are acting

as highly discriminatory dielectric waveguides, and detect

color through strong dispersion of the incident spectra. if

indeed all cones are created equal in local regions as is

suggested by this model then radiation darnaqe within the

retina to the color discriminatory elements will be uniformly
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distributed throughout, and will not be limited to the red,

green or blue sensitive elements as has been proposed in the

past. As for example, based upon the present model, one would

expect that if the retina were to suffer an abuse brought about

by an intense red light - not simply the red cones would be

destroyed but rather all cones would be partially destroyed.

Accepting for the moment that the cones are dielectric

waveguides we have carried out extensive calculations which

have led to very specific predictions that can be tested not

only in our laboratory but in many others. Our primary tool

in testing this model and in causing controlled damaqe in the

retina has been the tunable dye laser. We have been able to

use light from this laser to create lesions of all sizes. We

have subsequently examined the retinas with light microscopy,

as well as transmission and scanning electron microscopes

both at The University of Western Ontario and at the University

of Calgary in Calgary, Alberta.

Our primary animal this year has remained the rabbit,

although experiments have been begun with babboon eyes, quail

eyes and monkey eyes. Complementing the program supported by

the U.S. Army Medical Research & Development Command has been

a study of the Human Eye undertaken in conjunction with the

Ophthalmological community in London, Ontario. In these studies

laser lesions have been placed in eyes affected with choroidal

melanoma shortly before the enucleations. Subsequent to the

removal parts of the retina have been made available to us for

study.
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With this report of our first year of operation under

the U.S. Army Medical Research & Development Command we present

primarily papers that have been submitted for publication,

papers that are about to be submitted and those in preparation,

along with abstracts of papers that we will or have presented

at various congresses this year. The development of an effective

multidisciplinary team has been a hard task, however, we have

now reached the stage where our pro gram is limited by the time

available for detailed analysis of electron microscopic data.

The superb working relationship that has developed between the

team of scientists and the local ophthalmological community

and the excellent cooperation we have had from the Department

of Anatomy, will, we feel, bring considerable return within the

next short while.

In the sections which follow we briefly outline our

program as it has been carried out this year. However, the

bulk of our results are summarized in the appendix, either in

papers which have been published, submitted for publication

or in preparation for submission.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES USED

There are two principal laboratories at our disposal

for these studies, one in the Physics Department where the

Tunable Dye Laser is set up and through which the theoretical

studies are being conducted, and the second in the Department

of Anatomy. Besides these two laboratories we have at our

disposal the Argon Ion Laser Photocoagulators at Victoria

Hospital and St. Joseph's Hospital, electron microscopic

facilities in the Departments of Clinical & Neurological

Sciences and Pathology at University Hospital, and the

laboratories and Scanning and Transmission Electron microscopes

in the Division of Morphological Science, the Faculty of

Medicine, University of Calgary.

The next few paragraphs will describe the equipment

that has been used in each of these places.

2.1 FACILITIES IN THE LASER LABORATORY, THE UNIVERSITY OF

WESTERN ONTARIO, DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

In the Laser Laboratory our main tool has been the

Flashlamp Pumped Dye Laser, Synergetics Chromobeam 1050. This

apparatus has been modified in such a way that it works in

conjunction with a Topcon TRC-F Fundus Camera. Coupled with

this apparatus is a gonioscopic animal holder designed

primarily for our study of monkey eyes, although it has been

successfully used for our rabbit eye studies. (Fig. 1).

The Synergetics Chromobeam 1050 Flashlamp pumped

system has been useful in producing pulses of laser liqht that
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FIG. 1. Schematic diaqram of the lasing apparatus. A pulsed,

tunable dye laser is directed, via the fundus camera,

into the eye of the subject animal. The animal holder

is constructed to provide rotation independently about

two orthogonal axis centered at the animal's pupil.
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last about 0.5 Li sec. The second laser system is now being

installed. It too will be coupled to the gonioscopic animal

holder. The new system is a Control Laser 6 watt Argon Ion

Laser which can be made to oscillate on a number of lines pri-

marily in the blue-green. This system is to be used to pump

a dye cell.

2.2 THE LABORATORY, ANATOMY DEPARTMENT, THE UNIVERSITY OF

WESTERN ONTARIO

Because of the excellent cooperation of the 1 tomy

Department our project has had at its disposal the foll !ng

optical microscopes:

Wild M20 Microscope and Camera

Bausch & Lomb Dissecting Microscope

Reichert NR241 421 Microscope

We have also been free to use the Rickert OMU2 Ultra Microtrome

for which we have our own diamond knife. We also have at our

disposal within the department the electron microscope facilities

including:

Hitachi HHS-2 Scanning Electron Microscope

AEI 801 Transmission Electron Microscope

2.3 FACILITIES IN THE DEPARTMENTS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

The Department of Ophthalmology at The University of

Western Ontario is located primarily in three hospitals,

University Hospital, Victoria Hospital and St. Joseph's Hospital.

We have had excellent cooperation from all three groups, and in

particular have been able to use the Argon Ion Laser Photoco-

agulators a-ailable in both Victoria and St. Joseph's Hospitals.
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Victoria Hospital - Coherent Radiation incorporated

Argon Ton Laser Photocoagulator

St. Joseph's Hospital - Model 150 Brit Electronics

Argon Laser Photocoagulator

2.4 LABORATORY IN THE DIVISION OF MORPHOLOGICAL SCIENCE,

FACULTY OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

Although Prof. Martin Hollenberq is now Head of the

Division of Morphological Science, University of Calgary, he

had earlier on been associated with the Department of Anatomy,

University of British Columbia. He has now established a new

extensive laboratory system that is available for this project

in Calgary, Alberta. In his laboratory he has a Cambridge 180

Scanning Electron Microscope and a Philips 300 Transmission

Electron Microscope. These facilities, togetPer with support

personnel and his colleagues are available to assist with the

program.

2.5 MEMBERSHIP IN THE CENTRE FOR CHEMICAL PHYSICS

On 3 May, 1973 the National Research Council of Canada

announced the development of a Centre for Interdisciplinary

Studies in Chemical Physics (CCP) at the University of Western

Ontario. This organization was founded in response to a

Canadian need for groups of established scientists from many

disciplines to work together in well developed problem areas.

The Centre for Chemical Physics is designed to be an

effective link between the University, government, industry,
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medicine and the local community. It is constituted such that

scientists, engineers, medical people, and in some instances

non-scientists can work together within the institute as full

members of that organization.

Perhaps the most important single program within the

Centre is the Visiting Fellows program, modelled after a

similar successful program at the Joint Institute for Laboratoxy

Astrophysics, University of Colorado. This program brings to a

focus specific program areas by bringing a number of experts to

this University for prescribed periods.

The Visiting Fellows are drawn from the international

community of established scientists, engineers and medical

people, although an attempt is made each year to have at least

one Visiting Fellow from a Canadian industry or government

laboratory. Between three and six Visitina Fellows are

scheduled to come to the University each year. They normally

spend between six months and a year at the Centre. They have no

formal commitment to teach, but are free to work at their own

pace in conjunction with the other members of the Centre staff.

Four service groups are available to Centre members.

They are: 1) Instrument Shop, 2) Electronics Shop, 3) Drafting

and 4) Computing Services. There is only a minimal charge to

Centre members for use of these services which are unique on

the campus. Our project has made extensive use of these Centre

facilities.
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3. APPLICATION OF OPTICAL TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES TO LASER

DAMA\GE STUDIES

The conventional method employed for experimental de-

termination of the threshold of damage to the retina by laser

light consists of exposing test eyes to a larqe number of

single shots over a wide range of incident intensities. The

probability of observable damage resulting from each intensity

over the whole range of exposure levels is then determined and

a probit analysis enables one to evaluate that incident

intensity which results in an observable lesion 50 percent of

the time (the 50 percent effective dos, le-'l,ED 50

There are several attendant difficulties with this

method with which the experimenter must cope. Most (,f these

problems occur because a large number of separate exposures

must be carried out in order to obtain a statisticilly

significant result. This means a large number of txprimental

animals must be used. This is an important rioblem whcrn

monkeys are the experimental animal of choice inasmuch as these

animals are rapidly becoming prohibitively expensive. In

addition many primate species are in danger of extinction and

conservation considerations are strongly mitigating against the

use of monkeys in acute experiments requiring large numbers of

animals.

In addition to these considerations (which are forcing

many researchers to reappraise their programs) there are some

general problems of the technique which apply regardless of the

experimental animal. Because of the large number of separate
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exposures it is not necessarily obvious that the test eye is in

a stable and unchanging state over the I to 2 hour exposure

period. one must try to ascertain whether or not the previous

exposures in a run have altered the state of the eye sufficient-

ly to affect subsequent exposures during a given run. one also

cannot be assured that the focal properties of the eye are

stable over many exposures; neither can one determine whether

or not all exposures in a run have the same relationship be-

tween the retinal energy density and the incident corneal energy

density of the laser exposure. Furthermore, it is required

that the laser output and calibration be stable over a long

period while the exposures are carried out.

Virtually all of these problems can be circumvented

if a large number of graded laser beams of known energy can

bombard the retina at the same time. This can be and has been

done in our laboratory. The technique entails passing the

incident laser beam through an appropriate diffracting screen;

depending on the choice of screen it is possible to tailor the

pattern of focused exposures at the retinal surface in virtually

any manner desired.

3.1 OPTICAL DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES

An exact description of the scattering of light from

a given dliffrtictinq object requires solution of Maxwell's

equations subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. This

method of solution can only be carried out for the simplest

of geometries. For practical cases of interest it is necessary

to uise approximate methods; the accuracy of these methods can be



quite good, however. Using a scalar representation of the EM

fields greatly simplifies the computations and is quite adequate

if we are not interested in polarization effects and regions

within a few wavelengths of the diffracting objects.

The general scalar theory leads to the Rayleigh..

Somnerfield equation for the fields (Shulman, 1970). For many

cases of interest this representation can be considerably

simplified. A most useful approximation is that of Fraunhofer

diffraction which applies whenever the incident and scattered

fields can be adequately represented as plane waves. This

obtains for collimated light incident on the diffracting object

and observing the outgoing waves at large distances from the

scattering region; equivalently the focal plane of a lens

imaging the diffracting object satisfies the 'great distance"'

criterion.

This is a standard problem in optics and is treated

in many texts (see, for example, Born and Wolf, 1965). The

main feature of this analysis is that the field distribution in

the Faunhoffer domain is simply the Fourier transform of the

field distribution in the diffracting plane. Figure 3.1 shows

the geometry of interest: the physical picture is that of plane

waves incident on an object, the subsequently diffracted waves

are combined at the lens and appearing in the transform plane

is the optical spectrum of the diffracting object resulting

Lon interference of the scattered amplitudes.

It can be shown (Shulman, 1970) that if the area of

consideration in the input plane and the back focal plane are
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A(x,,y,) A(x,y)~LENS

INCIDENT DIFFRACTION TRANSFORM
PLANE PLANE PLANE

MONOCHROMATIC (OPTICAL SPECTRUM
LIGHT OF DIFFRACTING OBJECT)

i (xy) 2 = IF (u,v)l 2

A y) X2(d+f)2

F(uv) IS THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A(x,,y,)

FIG. 3.1 Diagram showing the geometry used in diffracted

beam technique.
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respectively restricted to domains qiven by

(x2 + y ?) f/5

and (x ' + y " ) < 0.14f

then the liqht amplitude distribution A' (x,y) in the back focal

plane of a lens is accurately qiven by

A (x,y) -iexp[ikR(x,y)] F(u,v) (3.1)
(f+d)

where

u = x/ f , v = y/ f (3.2)

R(xy) f2+ df + x2 +

(f, + x y )2 (3.3)

and F(u,v) -= x,y, ) exp[-2 Ti(ux, + vy)] dx1  dy 1

F(u,v) is the Fourier transform (two dimensional) of the light

amplitude distribution A(xi ,y1 ) a distance d in front of the

lens. The physically measurable quantity in the transform plane

is the intensity or square of the light amplitude distribution
jA.x~) 2 _ 1

JA(xy) = 2 (f+d )2 JF(u,v) 2 (3.5)

The computation of the Fourier transform of many simple

diffracting objects is easily evaluated. The diffraction from

more complex objects can often be evaluated as combination of

these simple cases where the linearity of the Fourier transform

is exploited (the transform of a product or sum is the product

or sum of the individual transforms). An important special

case for the diffracting object is that of a transmission

function consisting of a periodic array of alternately trans-

mitting and opaque bands (diffraction grating).
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A Ronchi ruling is a square wave grating with alter-

nating opaque and transparent regions of equal width.

Such a square wave train alternating between the amplitudes 0

and 1 with an angular frequency i (27T times the grating frequency)

can be written as the infinite Fourier series:

f(y) = ;(2 + 4 cos Wy 4 - cos 3wy + 4 cos 5(oy -... )f(IT 3 IT 5 IT

3.3)

which is a series consisting of a DC term ( ) equal to the mean

value of the square wave amplitude and alternately the addition

and subtraction of the cosine of the odd harmonics of the

fundamental grating frequency. Writing the cosine as its

component complex exponentials this is:
1 i~y I  1 -iioy 1 i3wy 1 -i3,0y

f(Y + 1 e + -e i - e 1 - 1 e 1+ITIT 371 3 11 ••

(3.4)

The Fourier transform of each of these terms gives a point in

the inverse frequency space (transform plane of the lens). Thus

the optical transform of a Ronchi ruling will consist of points

in the focal plane of the lens corresponding to the associated

frequencies; there will be a DC or zero order term of amplitude

, and the ± odd harmonics of w, (2n+l)w of amplitude i/(2n+l)n.

The positions of the spectral components in the transform plane

are odd multiples of the quantity yo = Afwo/2 when the grating is

placed in the front focal plane of the lens. The scattering

geometry and optical spectrum of a Ronchi ruling is shown in

Figure 3.2
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(PERIOD) w

TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF RULING

INTENSITII2Y 9-T2 25,7r2  4-2

POSITION - 3y 0  0 y0  3y0  5yc 7y0

Yo f" fc2

FIG. 3.2 scattering geometry and optical spectrum of a

Ronchi ruling.
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Fig. 3.3 Fundus photograph of the rabbit retina taken within
a few minutes of exposure to laser shots. A range
of intensities of conventional single shots are
evident. Note the three shots produced by a single
Ronchi ruling just to the right of the large, dark

burn in the center of the photograph.

Fig. 3.4 Computed intensities of a laser beam diffracted by
two crossed rulings.

Fig. 3.5 A photograph of the frequency spectrum of two crossed
rulings. The relative intensities of the components
is given by Fig. 3.4. Note that the gratings used
for this photograph are not exact Ronchi rulings
since even frequency components are visible in the
spectrum.

Fig. 3.6 The photo shows the spectrum of a grating of spatial

frequency 2w on the left with the dc and 1st order

terms heavily over-exposed. On the right is the
spectra of a grating with a spatial frequency co and
the over-exposed central orders with the spectrum of
the undiffracted, focused plane wave (i.e. just the
d.c. term) just to the left of this spectrum. The
central spectrum is that of the two gratings super-
imposed parallel to each other. Proportionally less
energy is in the lower diffraction orders and more in
higher orders.
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FIG. 3.5

40 CPS 20x4O 20CPS

FIG. 3.6 FIG. 3 .3
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FIG. 3.4 Computed intensities of a laser beam diffracted by
two crossed rulings.
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Figure 3.3 is a fundus photograph of a rabbit retina

which has been exposed to a large range of laser beam inten-

sities. A linear sequence of lesions vertically oriented is

visible beside the very large central lesion. This is the burn

pattern resulting from diffraction of the incident laser beam

through a Ronchi ruling. The D.C. and two first order terms

are easily visible in this pattern. Note that in retinal

damage studies it is only necessary to refract the test eye for

accommodation to infinite distance, no other lenses are required.

This process can be extended to two dimensions by crossing two

Ronchi rulings. Fig. 3.4 shows the computed intensities and

Fig. 3.5 a photograph of a laser beam diffracted by two crossed

rulings. Some features worth noting in Fig. 3.5 are

the presence of small amounts of even harmonics in the spectra

(due to phase variations in the rulings) and ghost spots due

to multiple reflections in the glass plates forming the rulings.

These illustrate the difficulties that must be guarded against

(and can in fact be dealt with) in this technique for laser

damage measurements.

One limitation of the transmission grating technique

is the relatively large amount of energy in the diffraction

pattern in the zeroth and first orders. Most information on

damage thresholds are obtained when there is a slowly varying

gradation of intensities around the threshold level. Such a

gradation is present in the higher orders of the grating spectra.

The intensity of the 13th frequency component is 72% of the

intensity of the 11th component; ratios for higher terms are
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even larger. Unfortunately, use of light intensities high

enough to put these higher orders around the threshold level is

precluded in retinal damage studies. The intensity of the

first two orders would be sufficient to produce catastrophic

retinal damage. This difficulty can be circumvented, however.

One possibility is to block the first two components in the

transform plane (optical filtering) and reimage the modified

transform at the retina with additional lenses.

A less cumbersome method is to use an appropriate

combination of the commercially available Ronchi rulings. One

simple technique is to superimpose two rulings, one of twice

the frequency of the other with their rulings parallel to each

other. The transmission function of this combination consists

of a repeating array which is transmitting over 1/4 of its

cycle and opaque over 3/4 of the cycle. This has the desired

effect of decreasing the relative contribution of the lower

order terms and increasing the contribution to the power spectrum

of the higher frequency components. This effect is shown in

Figure 3.6 . The relative intensities of the DC term and the 1st

to 5th harmonic terms are in the sequence: 1.0, 0.576, 0.405,

0.182, 0, .021. This example is illustrative of the possibilities

inherent in the transform technique. Other combinations can

be chosen to suit particular experimental needs.
Ir-ther method is to use a orating in which the modu-

lations ere in transmitted phase only. By proper choice of the

phase differential it is possible to tailor the resulting inter-

ference pattern in the transform plane to have virtually any

desirnd :istribution of energy among the diffracted orders
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including even zero intensity in the zeroth order.

For a t)hase grating of sinusoidal inoitilations in trans-

mitted phase with m (in radians) the amplitude of the phase

excursion, the peak intensity of the gth order component is

proportional to [J q(m/2) ]- where J q(m/2) is the Bessel function

of the first kind of order q (see for example, Goodman, 1968)

Two examples of the intensity distribution in the

first eight orders for peak-to-peak excursions of the phase

delay given by r /2 = i and m/2 = 6 are shown in Figure 3.

may ho inferred from these piots, the trend is for a hiaher

proportion of the diffracted power to appear in higher orders

for increasing phase excursions.

These phase gratings can be produced by bleachinq a

photographic negative of a transmission grating. The areas of

greatest density of developed grains in the negative will have

the greatest emulsion thickness and thus the areatest phase

delay when bleached. Phase gratings have also been produced by

exposing dichromated gelatin films to an appropriately modulated

light distribution. Dichromated gelatin renders light amplitude

infotmation directly as modulations of the film thickness and

constquently as a phase grating. The phase excursions produced

by those methods can, however, be rather difficult to control.

While we have focused our attention on diffracting

gratings, it should be noted that the optical transform

technique is much more versatile than we have thus far implied.

It is in fact possible to tailor the light distribution in a

transform plane to be virtually any pattern desired. Using
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FIG. '.7 Two examples of the intensity distribution in the

first eight orders for peak-to-peak excursions of the

phase delay.
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techniques similar to that employed in making printed circuit

boards, one can photographicall y produce a diffractinq screen

which is the optical transform of a desired pattern. A method

is to draw a pattern with black dots, for example, whose area

is proportional to the intensity of the transmitted radiation

desired in the transform plane. This may he photoqra -hed and

reduced in size and rendered in copper on Qlass films. The

optical transform of this screen will then be the iIffracting

object desired; it can also be photo(iraphed and rendered as

the desired diftracting screen.

,= . . . ., . , . . .. .. ..
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4. PROPAGATION AND SPECTRAL DISPERSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

RADIATION IN A TAPERED DIELECTRIC ROD

Our objective is to examine the light propagation

characteristics of a slightly tonered cylinder with a diameter

only slightly larier thin the wavelength of the propagated

radiation. This problem is relkvant to primate foveal cones

whose light sensitive portions ,ire less than one micron in

diamt ter. Fovt,al one tapers to be inferred from light micro-

scopic measuroments Po,,ak, 19,11) are on the order of 0.5

degrees (full tapr inqle). Solving the transmission problem

for a tapered cylinder (cone) is considerably more complex

than fnr a uniform rod. Fortunately, for our purposes, exact

solution of the more complex problem is not needed; for

sufficiently small taper angles, light propagation in a cone

is well represented in local regions by the uniform cylinder

solutions. This representation will be discussed in more

detail after first considering the nature of the solutions for

the case of the infinite, uniform rod.

4.1 THE UNIFORM DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE

The geometry of interest is shown in Fig. 4.1.

A dielectric cylinder of diameter d and refractive index n is

embedded in an infinite medium of refractive index n The

cylinder long axis is chosen as the Z direction and a plane wave

of wavelongth is incident with wave vector lII= 2-/\.

For the general case of EM wave propagation in a source-

fr ,- horogenous medium the fields must satisfy the wave equation

V2 - (>/'t')] 0 (4.1)
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V- (ni -nl2 )2

FIG. 4.1 DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE GEOMETRY. A cylinder of
diameter d and refractive index n i is embedded in an infinite
medium of refractive index of n,. Light of wave vector k is
incident along the z axis which is coincident with the cylinder
axis. The polar coordinates - and 0 are shown with respect to
the rectanqular coordinates x and y. The quantities n , n , d,
and ,\ determine the waveguide characteristic parametcr'V.
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where t and ; are the dielectric constant and magnetic perme-

ability of the medium. A particular solution is obtained by

applyinq the appropriate boundary conditions.

For the dielectric rod the tangential components of

the electric and magnetic fields of the radiation are required

to be continuous across the rod-surround interface. We are, in

addition interested in those solutions representing local con-

finement to the rod structure (guided waves). We thus match

those solutions at the boundary for which the fields are zero

at infinite radial distance (non-radiative propagation) and

finite within the wavequide.

We are interested in those elementary solutions which

are in the form
i J(x'yfz't) F(x,y,h,(,,)

= exp (iwt - ihz) (4.2)
I H(x,y, z t) G (x,y,h,

The general procedure consists of substituting this form for

the fields in the wave equation (4.1); we must then solve for

the eigenvectors F and C and the eigenvalues h. The eigenvalue

equation is

(7. + 2) = 0 (4.2)

SG(x,y,z)

where

K = k2 - h 2  Jc f j -h (4.3)

is the propagation constant of the medium and the transverse

Laplacian operator is

2  2 2 2 1 2
V 2 -- - + I -- + - _

T ax 2  3y 2  
a o2 p K p2

where and are the polar coordinates

= (x 2 + y2)

-1¢= tan (y/x).
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We will use the subscript I to refer to the values of

the medium constants inside the quide and the subscript 2 for

the constants outside the guide. Thus, for example, we will

have inside the guide the values Ik , n , , , h For
1 1 ] 11

dielectric media of interest = and we also find that1 2

h = h
1 2

The explicit form of this equation (4.2) written out

in the cylindrical coordinates dictated by the geometry of the

problem is,upon separation of variables and 9, just Bessel's

differential equation for the radial function. The eigen-

function solutions we seek are found to be Bessel functions of

the first kind inside the guide and modified Bessel functions

of the second kind outside the guide.

These eigenfunction solutions of the problem corres-

pond to propagation modes of the waveguide and the number of

such solutions depends on the physical parameters of the guide.

These physical parameters determine the propagation character-

istic in the form of the dimensionless frequency V given by the

waveguido characteristic equation:

V = -d (n - n 2 (4.4)
A2

As the parameter V decreases, the number of eigenvector

solutions which satisfy equation (4.2) and, consequently, the

number of allowed propagation modes decreases. Large V means

many propagation modes are allowed; the superposition of a

large number of modes means that the interior of the guide can

be uniformly illuminated. This case of a large rod (because of

large V) is just the geometric optics limit.
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In the more familiar metal-wall waveguide the

boundary condition imposed by the vanishing of the fields

within the metal result in TE (transverse electric) and TM

(transverse maqnetic) propagation modes. In the dielectric

wave quide none of the field components are necessarily zero

(although TE-like and TM-like solutions do exist). In general

the solutions are hybrid in that the transverse components of

both E and Ij are non-zero. Two kinds of mode solutions are

found, the so-called HE and Elf modes. We will be interested

in the lowest order mod(, the HE mode which is the only

propagated mode for V - 2.405.

The analysis of Kapany and Burke (1972) is a useful

and informative method of solving the waveguide problem. In

solving equation (4.2) they use complex transverse field

components (4.5)

E4 =Ex ± iEy

and upon application of the boundary conditions it is found that

the solutions for the fields inside the guide are:

E+ = ± ( ±O) A J (up/ d) exp[i(n±l)0 + i'jt - ihz]

E = (2, /ih) A J (up/' d) exp[ in + iwt - ihzlz n

If = ± (ih/'ii) [(k 2 /h 2  ± c)/(l Q I E+ (4.6)

H = (ih/wip) Ezz

and outside the guide the fields are equations (4.6) with the

substitutions
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J (up/ d) • H (vp/ d), p = n-1, n, n+lp P

A 7\ LJ (u) ( , (4.7)
n n

1 ?

k , k

Where d is the diameter of the quide and A is arbitrary with AA*

proportional to the power in the mode. Hn (v) is the Hankel

function and for bound modes we are interested in the case

= -i where q is real. We will use modified Bessel functions

of the second kind, Fnr given by the substitution

If (-iq) (-i) - n-I (2/ ) K (q)n n

The eigenvalues u and q are related through

• , d -n 2
+ q=(-- ) (n -n ) (4.8)

q (k -k )

is found from the boundary conditions to be

--= n[ + [ + K (4.9)

q ud (u) K-' (-ql

where thr, prime denotes differentiation with respect to the

ar(Jument of the Bessel function. Now u = d/2 and q = [ d/2
1 2

and tho,. eicjenvalues are determined by the lowest non-zero value

of u which satisfies the eigenvalue equation, arising from the

ipplication of the boundary conditions. For HEnm modes this

O1uat ion is

0J (0) -(c + ) K ' (q)
n-i u n

J (u) 2 1 q K (q)
n I n

-7 ) n + +

2 qK n U q u

(4.10)
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The problem consists of finding those values of u and

q which satisfy this transcendental eigenvalue equation corres-

ponding to the waveguide with physical parameters , _ and V
! 2

for the possible choices of mode number n (n = 0,1,2,3 ... ).

The values of u and q are then used in equations (4.6) and (4.7)

to evaluate the fields.

The power propagated by the waveguide is given by the

time-averaged axial component of the Poynting vector:1 * *

S - Re i(E+I+ - E H ) (4.11)

Now the power flow insid- the waveguide is given by the

integration

2rnd/ 2
IS pdnd,, (4.12)z

and outside by integrating over the space exterior to the rod

P K z pdpd(h (4.13)

S' ; d/2

(The power flow along the outside of the cylinder occurs as an

ev&ncscent surface wave whose amplitude decreases rapidly with

increasing radial distance).

We will be concerned with determining that fraction

of tl-, t c-l power propagated in the mode which is conducted

insi(., the guide. This fraction, n, is given by P and P above
1 2

(with total power = P + P ) by
1 2

P
- I + = [1 + P /P ]-i (4.14)

This mr:-nI efficiency, n , is particularly important for retinal
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receptors since it is only the energy flux conducted within the

waveguide that can be absorbed by the photopigment contained

therein and thus have a physiological effect. Of course, as

some of the incident radiation is absorbed within the guide

there will tend to be power flow into the guide since if P

decreases, then P also decreases in order to satisfy equation
2

(4.15) .However, for the case of interest (retinal cones)

absorption of incident radiation is in general small compared

to attenuation due to power transfer out of the cone as n

decreases with decreasing diameter.

For the retinal cones we use the refractive index

values n = 1.387 and n2  1.347 (Sidman, 1957, Barer, 1957)

which gives 7(n 2 - n ?) = 1.04 and = 1 - (n /n )2 = .0568.
1 2 2 1

For foveal cones d is no larger than 0.9 micron (Polyak, 1941;

Cohen, 1972; Dowling, 1965). Thus in the visible wavelength

range (0.4 to 0.7 microns) an upper limit on V for the foveal

cones is approximately V < 2.34 (using the waveguide character-

istic equation V = (ird/A) (n 2 -n 2) .)
1 2

For values of V - 2.405 only the HE,, mode can be

propagated by the guiding structure (higher modes are cut off).

Thus particularizing the equations above for the eigenvalues in

the case of n = 1, and using the definition

l-k /k= 1 - / = 1-(n /n )

we have for the eigenvalue equation of the HE mode

'JoJ ]uK °  U V:'V 2 Ko 1
I (1-V 2) -- +  - V-: -- - + K- + 2

( q X q q \U : 4 q " )

0 1

(4.15)
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where the arguments of J and K are understood to be u and (

respectively.

This transcendental eigenvalue equation must be

solved numerically. A computer proqram was written in which

J , CT , Ko , and K were evaluated for trial values of u. As a

function ot the waveguide parametets and V (where V determines

q through q = (V 2 - LI) ) input into the program, the program

searched for values of u which mirimized the difference between

the two sideS of e(lua tion (4. 15) above. Through an iterative

procedure which could bL, carried out as often as desired, the

program searched through stages of progressively smaller

increments of the trial values of u as the sought for eiqenvalue

satisfying Eqn. (4.15) is approached.

The solution of the eigenvalue problem is shown

graphically in Fig. 4.2 where the two sides of Eqn. (4.15) are

plotted as a function of u. The left-hand side of Eqn. (4.15)

(Jo (u)/J(u)) resembles the cot u function and only the positive

branch of the function is used for HE mode; only one curve is

obtained for anY V and '. The more complicated right hand side

of Eqn. (4.15) is a monotonically increasing function of u with

zero value at u = o. Curves are plotted for < = 0.1 and Fia.

4. 3 shows the dependence of the eigenvalue u on the waveguide

piram, ter V where u/V is plotted as a function of V. As V

., ' , , ' ,s o 19w about 1.0, u approaches V asymptotically (u/V

.0)

fact, u differs so little from V in this range and

m n "e,.n' ,- nip!roaches zero so closely that the direct
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5.0- J(u)/J, (u)

RIGHT HAND SIDE
w OF EQU. (4.15)

5 2.5-
z

_V-I.O

2.0
0 V=2.0
W 8=0.1
c' 1.5-

I--
0m 1.0-
LL
o V=3.OC/) =0.1

D .5-

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
EIGENVALUE, U

FIG. 4.2 GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION. A
plot of each side of the eiqenvalue equation for the IEI mode
is shown. The value of u at which the curves intersect is the

eigenvalue for the problem with the corresponding physical
parameters. There is only one curve for Jo(u)/J I (u) as a
function of u. The more complicated right hand side of the
eiqenvalue equation depends on the choice of parameters. The
plots are for , = 0.1 and the three choices V = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0.
q is r-]ated to u and V through V = u" + q'.
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numerical evaluation method of the program becomes very diffi-

cult and the computor capacity is soon exceeded. While exact

solution is thus not possible for small V, the fact that q

approaches zero very closely may be exploited to considerably

simpl ify soluf ion of the eiqenvalue problem resulting in a

hiqhly accurate analytic -ipproximation.

We first note that the eigenvalue equation (4.15)

reduces to a simple form for 0, namely

- K(q) (4.16)

uJ 0 () qK (q )

which holds exactly. Moreover the eiqenvalues of ec.uation (4.15)

for any non-zero approach those of the = 0 case as V de-

creases (even for larger values of V the solution for the § : 0

case is not a bad approximation for typical values of

encountered in many physically important situations.) As has

been noted by Snyder (1969) as u/V 1.0 we may reasonably

substitute V = u in equation (4.16)

Jo (V) KO (q)
(4.17)

V,71(V) qKj(q)

,L- asymptotic small argument form for the Bessel

functionni of the second kind give for the right hand side of

this equation In (1.123/q). We thus obtain an analytic

solution for Eqn. (4.17),

q = 1.123 exp[-J0 (V)/VJ (V) ]. (4.18)

The eiqenvalue u is then q iven by (V" - q') The results of

this approximation are shown in Fig. 4.3 where it is also

compared to the exact result for < = 0 and 0.1. The approxi-
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V

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.0

V
0.8 0.9 1.0

0.9U 1.0

0.80
U

0 .7 -

0.6- .
LOW V
APPROX.

0.4 I

FIG. 4.3 THE FIGENVALUE SOLUTION. The eigenvalues u obtained
by the numorical solution of the ciqenvalue equation are plotted
in th, form u/V vs V. The main plot is for the choice = 0.1.
The insert shows a magnified view of the reqion around V 0.9
to illustrate the dependence of the cigenvalue on the choice of

As V decreases, the eiqenvalues for any , converqe to the
va I we 1 il the ' = 0 case. As is evident u approaches V
,isymptot oa Ily as V decreases below 1.0 (cl - 0).



maition is very accurate below V =0.8 where the results for all

values of -converqTe.

Once theC o.ijenvalues are determiAnedt it is then

poss ible to evaluate theic f ields via Eqns . (4. 6) , (4.7), (4 .)

aind (4.9) .In our Case, howevur, we, arc. yriirn y 1''iinterestedi

in power prol)aa'at ion in tho wavecu ide. Evaluat ing the eicqen -

vecCtors- thro:,Th (2,11. (4. 12) ins ie and outsi(Ie the Taiidc an(!

aeterhm p cnlowe r ~ repacla ted in each ran ion by carryinc-

out t,'1 Sa:t' arat ir-jlS of equait ions (4. 13) and (4. 14) wea yet for

i-i 20 rat F r pr-opayated in t-he -.vanoscent wjave to the

teCrin t'10 interior in thec lip mode

P r 1 (k- +~ 1 k--I q (4.20)

+ 1+ 1 + 1-u

whor. the, strqtiments of J and K are u arnd a respe-ctively and:

k- (k /k ) = 1 -(4. 21)

I - (U/V) (4. 22)

(1- )1(+ 1 (4. 23)

4±+±) (:o - 1- 1)(4.24)

i ti, th Is expre~ssion we may then compute the modal efficiency

Ihioi e(In. (4 .15). The result is displayed in Fig. 4.4

whern- ..e ha-ve plotted as a function of V for =0.1. The

inse-t also shows -for =0 as well as the small V approxi-

mation. Fig. 4.5 is the same data plotted logrithmically.

Thr-sm plots illustrate that the general result of decreasing V
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=0.1
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/
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/

0.6 / ,12 = 8.l//
>/ .o10
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/ .06 , APPROXIMATIOf -

/--.8 .9 - 1.0

0.2

0 2.0 4.0 6.0

FIG. 4.4 CUT OFF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEI1 MODE. The modal

efficiency is the fraction of power propagated in the mode

which is conducted within the wave guide. The full curve is for

a wave guide with = 0.1 and the inset shows an expanded view

of the region 0.8 V - 1.0 where the HE,1 modal efficiency for

the ' = 0 and = 0.1 case are compared with the small V

analytic approximation discussed in the text. This approximation

is very ood in the region below V = 0.8 although it is nut

useahle above V = 1.0.
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FIG. 4.5 CUT OFF CIARACTERISTICS OF THE HEii MODE. The HEii
modal efficiency is again displayed this time as a semi-
logarithmic plot to demonstrate the precipitous approach toward
.7oro efficiency for small V. While the efficiency is thus
rapidly dropping below V 0.8 very acute discrimination is
evidently possible since a small change in V results in a large
change in the relative fraction propagated in the wave guide.
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is a decrease in r), that is, the power conducted within the

core of a waveguide decreases with decreasing V. While the

HIE mode propagation (as is shown in these plots) does not go

exactly to zero for a non-zero value of V (as do the higher

rurmodes) the power conducted within the guide qets very

small (below V =0.6). For example at V =0.3, 10< 10

4.2 ATTENUATION IN A CONE

Our main focus of interest is on the propagation

characteristics of a conical dielectric waveguide. Exact sol-

ution of this problem is very difficult and has been investi-

gated by Snyder (1970, 1972a, 1972b). The main result of this

analysis is that the primary effect of a conical taper in a

dielectric rod is the couplingT of a particular propagation

mode with other modes of the waveguide. In general then there

is no unique propagation mode for this case: one must

determine the coupling coefficients for all other possible modes

including the radiation modes. The greater is the taper angle

cthe cone, the larger will be the coupling coefficients. For

a tapered guide with V -2.405, however, the coupling will only

be to the radiation modes as the higher order propagation modes

are cut off.

For small tapers where the diameter change of a guide

is small over distances comparable to the wavelength of the

incident radiation, Snyder (1970, 1972) has shown that at each

point along the guide the radiation propagates in the same

manner as in a uniform guide with the same local values of the

physical parameters (in what Snyder calls local modes).
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Thus the picture we use to model the foveal cones in

the primate retina is that of a dielectric rod with the effect

of the taper being to transfer increasing amounts of the guided

radiation from within the core into the evanescent surface wave

as the cone is penetrated. This effect will be wavelength

dependent and it is just this behavior which is of interest.

In the model of interest there is no coupling into higher order

modes since V 2.405 and the main effect of ignoring the mode

coupling of a tapered guide is to underestimate the rate at

which energy is transferred out of the guide into the radiation

modes. For the case of foveal cones this effect will be quite

small since the taper angle is less than 0.5 degrees and the

coupling coefficients to the radiation modes will be small.

Neglecting the mode coupling will err on the safe side in that

we determine a lower bound for how rapidly the cone disperses

the incident energy; the approximation does not qualitatively

affect the wavelength dependence of the process.

In order to display the proposed model mechanism for

color discrimination we compute only the transmission properties

of the cones. The effect of absorption can be taken into account

by using the appropriate wavelength-dependent extinction co-

efficient (which is related to the photopigment absorption) as

the imaginary part of the refractive index of the interior of

the cone. For the case of the foveal cones where the absorption

is small over distances comparable to the wavelenqth of light

the absorptionless model will sensibly portray the relevant

transmission properties of the cones Snyder and Pask, (1973)
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and is the representation which we evaluate here.

There are many ways in which the spectrum dispersing

properties of a cone can be displayed. For a cone with a

uniform taper a sensible index of the change in transmission

properties of a cone is the ratio of the fraction of power left

within the guide at its narrow end to that initially at the

broader entrance end, n out/in.

Based on the measurements summarized by Polyak (1941),

the foveal cone model we employ is that of a gently tapering

segment 40 microns long by 0.8 microns in diameter at proximal

and 0.5 microns at the distal end. The ippropriate refractive

index values n and n are not known with any certainty. We
1 2

thus plot, in Figure 4.6 the ratio riout/in as a function of

the inverse of the incident wavelength (which is proportional

to the photon energy) for a range of choices of the refractive

index difference parameter, 71(n 2 - n 2 )

Our choice for the operating point of the cones must

clearly be somewhere in the middle of the range of the displayed

curves. The upper curves do not discriminate sufficiently

between long and short wavelengths. The lower curves, on the

other hand, do not propagate light with sufficient intensity

to be as efficient as the cones are known to be from photopic

efficiency data. In fact, the best experimental estimates for

n and n discussed previously indicate a choice of operating
1 2

point just in this optimum range. It is to be expected that

TI (n n 2) is somewhat smaller than the value of 1.04 to be
1 2

inferred from Sidman (1957) and Barer (1957) since it has been
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FIG. 4.6 The log of the ratio n out/nin as a function of the

inverse of the photon wavelength (proportional to
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noted that the inter-photoreceptor space in the human eye is

significantly denser (n larger) than in other species, Feeney

(1972).

The discrimination of a cone with T'(n - n 20 equal
1 2

to 0.7 is shown in more detail in Fig.4.7. Here the relative

modal efficiency at each point along the cone is plotted as a

function of position for different input wavelengths spanning

the visible spectrum. It is clear that the different colors

transmit differently along the cone structure.
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Fig. 4.7 Withr (n,
2 -n,)2 0.7. The relative modal efficiency

at each point along a 40oj cone qiven as a function of
wavelength.
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5. SCANNING ELECTRON MISCROSCOPIC STUDIES OF LASER LESIONS

IN THE RABBIT RETINA

For the past year we have continued to study the

rabbit retina, even though our studies of other retinal material.

have begun. Thus far in the literature there are only a few

studies of vertebrate retina using scanning electron microscopy,

but none have bcen completed on the rabbit retina, and none

whatsoever of laser lesions in the retina. In the Appendices

1.2 and 1.3 we summarize our results in two papers entitled

"Scanning Electron Microscopy of Normal and Lased Rabbit Retina"

which has already been submitted for publication and "Scanning

Electron Microscopy of Normal and Lased Rabbit Pigment

Epithelium" which is prepared for publication. In appendix 2

we list the colloquia, seminars and talks which have been given

on this subject.
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, . i :LT (1 TI.IL VITtREAL-, TI NAI, TUNCTION

t,, : irst became interr,;ted in this problem as a

r ,a-t ,canir.in electron micros-copic studies of laser lesions

U. t ie ,iLh It et i n i who2re niombran(,!; were observed at the

v. t i,1- r.,t nal junction. We have be';un an extended study of

this me'mbrane for different exOosure i itensities at various

recovery times. This junction has been examined after one

hour, one, two and four days and one, two, four and six weeks,

together with areas in which the inner limitinq membrane is

mechanically disturbed. Where our initial studies had

indicated that an epiretinal membrane was forming our control

studies are now shedding some doubt upon this.

The lesions are being studied both with the TEM and

SEM. The nature of the membrane which we have observed is of

particular importance to the ophthalmologist associated with

our group, since it represents an important aspect of the

general problem of liqht damage within the eye.
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7. DETAILED STUDIES OF CONES

7. 1 TIHE TAPER OF OUTER SEGMENTS

We are presently in the process of measuring the

taper- o" thc outer segments of foveal and parafoveal cones. It

is imnortant to note that in our hypothesis of color vision

the cones may have a slight taper in the foveal req ion. Recent

measurements !ave SLlgqes ted that foveal cones are qoneral l,

said to be rod like, yet few of these studies are available in

the literature. In 1965 Dowling pointed out that foveal cones

studied by his group showed no taper, but as the cone outer

segments are 50 to 60 long and less than I I in diameter, his

results are inconclusive since he seems to have studied them

only by longitudinal transmission electron microscopic sections.

We have bequn the study in which we are taking both

thick and thin serial transverse sections of the cones over the

entire outer seqments. Both TEM and SEM are beina used. I.e

have already preparedl the retina for the squirrel monkey,

babons, and humans for study. Particular attention is beinq

given in Dr. Ifollenberg's laboratory to the problem of the

shrinkage of the material. It is interesting that never before

havc careful detailed measurements of these cone outer segments

been made. Without question these measurements will he in-

va lunible to our understandin( of the operation of the retina.

7. 2 GVTT , SEGMENT DISC STRUCTURE

it is widely reported in the literature that c-one

outer,- seomont (liscs of lower vertebrates are continuous with

thr. mer'$ratie at the edge opi)osite the connectinq cili im and the
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groups of discs are continuous with each other, especially at

the vitreal end. Dowling (1965) reports that only the most

vitreal discs show continuity with the plasma membrane and the

foveal cones of Macaca monkeys (loss than one-third of their

length). Cohen (1961) "The Structure of the Eye" repvrts tnat

as one proceeds distally in the cone outer segments infaldin,;

becomes rarer and rarer, and finally none is observed. In this

case the discs appear to be discreet units. However with

lanthanum infiltration, Cohen (1972) it is apparent that some

cone discs are open to extra cellular space, even in the

sclera. This difference in accessibility to the extra cellular

space may be important in the ionic exchanqe following photo-

reception. This too may have an important bearing on the

proposed model. Because of this we are carefully examining

our high resolution photographs of the cone outer segment disc

qroupings to see if there is any consistency in the pattern of

discs open or discrete continuous with each other within an

into ld ing.

7. 3 THE EFFECTS OF MONOCHROMATIC LASER LIGHT UPON THE CONE

OUTER SEGMENT DISCS

We are presently examining SEM and TEM photographs of

retina to identify specific damage in the discs caused by

monochi-)mat ic light at power levels both above and below the

threshold for forming ophthalmolooically detectable lesions.
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7.4 THE EFFECT ON THE CONE OUTER SEGMENT DISCS WHEN THE ENTIRE

RETINA IS EXPOSED TO MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT

We have presently initiated a series of experiments

designed to determine whether or not all discs rest)ond in the

same way to intense light. We are also examining the effect of

such damage both in the foveal and anterior portions of the

retina. Pourcho and Bernstein (1975) found that with o)rolonged

osmication at 400 C, the amount of osmium deposited in the outer

seJment disc was increased b': light stimulation and decreased

after lencathy dic. t-!, ttn. We have exposed Japanese quails,

go ldfi3h and (uIpuie. i , i nd blue light (6 days on a 12 hour

cycle) and to dar': oit:n. These eyes are presently being

processed b,' standard metms for electron microscopic studies

and by prolonved osmic-atinn in order to allow us to carefullv

scrutinize the d]iscs.

7.5 iA, TIMI, :-:-RAY MICROGRAWIS OF CONES DURING LIGHT EXPOSURE

In order- to properly account for the Stiles-Crawfor I

ii~ff.,:. h e first kind it has been suggested that the

*iil, rr (; ccones change when subjected to visible radiation

. 1 76) . After exposure the retina apparently

wit i sixty seconds. In order to study this point

wo, initial contacts with scientists associated with

in M)lecul ar Biology Organization to carry out ex-

,r~ rn ng the Synchrotron Radiation Source in Hamburq,

-ran. 5 ng the ,1I R intense x-ray source we will attempt

t ml.kC x-r,y lithographs of live retinal material as a
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tunction of time after liqht and dark adaptation. This new

method which is soon to be described in the literature by

Sli] !or c.t a ] vake possible time resolved experiments with a

0
rosolution a;)roachinq 100 A. The time for exposure is expected

to be ltss tnin I second.
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8. DETAILED EXAMINATION OF LASER DAMAGE IN TIHE HUMAN RETI

A series of experiments has been carried out in con-

junction with the ophthalmoloqical community in London, Ontario.

The results of these experiments will be described in a series

of papers, the first of which is given in appendix 1.4.

Through the year we have developed a superL working

relationship with the London ophthalmoloq;ical communit-1 which is

particularly interested in laser damage to the eye. It is

because of their help that wc have been able to carry out these

experiments.

9. NATO-AGARD LECTURE SERIES

Last Fall one of us participated in the r;ATO-Agard

Lecture Series No. 79 on Laser Hazards and Safety in the

Military Environment. The text of papers prepared for this

series are given in appendices 1.5 and 1.6.
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APPENDIX 1. PAPERS EITHER PUBLISHED, SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION

OR IN FINAL STAGE OF DRAFTING:

1.1 Color Vision: A Physical Model for Spectral Discrimination

by Retinal Cones

J.A. Medeiros, B. Borwein, J.Wm. McGowan

to be submitted to Vision Research.

1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy of Normal & Lased Rabbit

Retina

Bessie Borwein, Madhu Sanwal, J.A. Medeiros and J.Wm. McGowan

Submitted to Canadian Journal of Ophthalmology.

1.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy of Normal and Lased Rabbit

Pigment Epithelium

B. Borwein, M. Sanwal, J.A. Medeiros, and J.Wm.McGowan

to be submitted to Arch. Ophthalmol.

1.4 Studies in Human Retina 1. The so-called normal areas

from the retina of an eye enucleated for choroidal melanoma

B. Borwein, M. Sanwal. J.A. Medeiros and J.Wm. McGowan

Rough draft of a paper to be submitted to Investigiative

Ophthalmology.

1.5 Properties oE Eiectromaqnetic Radiation

.J.Wm. McGowan

Published, AGARD Lecture Series No. 79, 1975

1.6 Lasers

J.Wm. McGowan

Pul ishe , AGARD Iectuir, Seri(,s No. 711, 1975
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APPENDIX 2. PRESENTATIONS GIVEN THIS YEAR AND ABSTRACTS

SUBMITTED FOR CONFERENCES THIS SUMMER

2.1 September 22, to October 2, 1975. Papers delivered as part
of the AGARD Lecture Series 79 on Laser Hazards and Safety
in the Military Environment AGARD LS-79

2.1.1 J.Wm. McGowan, Properties of Electromagnetic
Radiation

Although the electromagnetic spectrum extends over
more than thirty orders of magnitude that portion of it now
dominated by the LASER only includes four. It is through
this range that all life processes are affected by light,
in particular the eye can easily be damaged by it. In this
lecture the basic principles dealing with electromagnetic
radiation are discussed particularly as they relate to the
development of the LASER.

2.1.2 J.Wm. McGowan, Lasers

Principles and properties of the LASER are discussed
in some detail together with a description of the various
types of LASERS and their applications.

2.2 October 15, 1975, Dept. of Physics, The University of
Western Ontario, and September 18, 1975, McMaster
University, Hamilton, Ontario

J.A. Medeiros, Colour Vision -nd Physical Processes in the
Human Retina

2.3 November 13, 1975, University of Notre Dame, Radiation Research
Laboratory
J.Wm. McGowan, A New Model for Colour Vision

2.4 January 7, 1976, Defence & Civil Institute for Environmental
Medicine, Toronto, Ontario

2.4.1 i B. Borwein, Laser Eye Experiments

2.4.2 J.A. Modeiros, A New Model for Colour Vision

2.5 April 6, 1976, Ophthalmology Rounds, University Hospital,
LondIon, Ontario

P. Broi n, So-called Ncrm-i1 Ar-,i:a of a Retina from an Eye
;.,it Ch o ' jida] M1lantm11
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APPENDIX 2. (cont'd.)

2.6 June 6, 1976, Canadian Ophthalmological Society, Research
Session, Quebec City. To be presented by J.A. Medeiros

J.A. Medeiros, B. Borwein, M. Sanwal, J.Wm. McGowan
and M.J. Hollenberg
Origin of Preretinal Membranes Following Laser
Coagulation of the Retina

Laser-induced retinal lesions of sufficient intensity
to rupture the inner limiting membrane were studied at
intervals ranging from one hour to six weeks post exposure.
The damaged rolled-up fragments of the inner limiting
membrane over and around the craters of the lesions are
distinctly different from the fine cobweb-like strands
which arise and coalesce to form increasingly dense net-
works across the lesion.

i im i t t i i |' ' • ' . .. .. , , ,. , , , . .. . . . , _



APPENDIX 1.1

This appendix is a draft of a paper on the tapered

waveguide model of color vision. A letter on this subject had

been submitted to Nature last fall. Correspondence with regard

to this submission and the editorial difficulties with its

acceptance were included in the third quarterly report

(Feb. 6, 1976). Rather than pursue the publication of the

short communication we have chosen instead to go directly to a

full paper which covers the broad categories of evidence for

the proposed model.



APPENDIX 1. 1
rough draft

COLOR VISION: A PHYSICAL MODEL FOR SPECTRAL DISCRIMINATION

BY THE RETINAL CONES

J.A. Medeiros, B. Borwein, J. Wm. McGowan

Department of Physics and the Centre for Interdisciplinary

Studies in Chemical Physics, The University of Western Ontario

Abstract

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally conceded that there does not yet exist

a wholly satisfactory explanation of how the small, intricate

and precisely formed receptors of the human retina actually

resolve and detect color information.

Most current models assume the basis for color

differentiation to be the presence of multiple cone types

(usually three), each type having different spectral sensitivity.

Serious difficulties with this approach are to be found in the

evidence on the details of the structure actually present in the

retina and in the performance characteristics of the color

vision system. There is no physiological data to support the

concept of multiple cone types in the human retina, on the basis

of either cone structure or the interconnections among cones.

Thu evidence for the cone photopigments required for the

oper'ation of these models is also equivocal. Furthermore, the

electrical characteristics of the color vision system are not

consistent with multiple cone types.

We will discuss this evidence militating against multiple
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cone models in more detail below. The main focus of this paper,

however, is a new model in which each cone is pictured as a

miniature spectrometer, with full color information potentially

available. By a very simple mechanism, based on the physical

properties of the cones, the shape and size of the cone and its

corresponding optical transmission properties serve to disperse

the incident spectra, prism-like, into a readable code. In

this proposed model, full color information is detected, and only

in the subsequent processing is the content reduced according to

a trichromatic scheme. This principle of operation is

fundamentally different from multiple-cone models, in which the

information content is first reduced to a trichromatic code at

the detection level, and subsequent processing must resynthesize

the color information.

The proposed model, we submit, offers a more

consistent explanation of the diverse data on color vision: it

is in accord with the known structural details of the retinal

architecture, it simply and plausibly explains the wide spectrum

of experimental data on the performance characteristics of the

color vision system, and it is amenable to direct experimental

verification.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL MECHANISM AND ITS ROLE IN COLOR

VISION

All the cones within a given region of the retina are

very similar in appearance although their size and shape vary

systematically through the human retina. No distinct groups or
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classes of cones are distinuishable. The cone diameters are

only slightly larqer than the wavelength of the visible light

to which they are sensitive and as a consequence diffraction

and interference effects will play an important role in the

propaqation of light within them. These effects, broadly

classified under the topic of dielectric waveguide phenomena,

have been investigated in connection with fiber optics

(Kapany and Burke, 1972 comprehensively review dielectric wave-

guide phenomena) and integrated optical circuits (see, for

example, Tamir (1975. licht funnelino effects of

optical fibers have been advanced as the explanation of the

photoreceptor's directional sensitivity, the Stiles Crawford

Effect of the First Kind, (di Prancia, 1946, O'Brien, 1949).

Moreover, transmission of liqht throuclh the human retinal

receptors in characteristic dielectric waveguide modes has been

directly and ruproducJblv observed in excised retina by Enoch

(1961, 1967).

A. Spectral discrimination by tapered cones.

If one would like to identify a spectroscopic

principle wherein each cone can detect full color information,

i t is to these physical properties of the receptors to which we

mist t ,rn. Before describing some of the relevant mathematical

!tails of a simp]e model for light dispersion by a dielectric

wavr jilide, we first describe some of the qualitative features

of the phenomena and how a color discrimination mechanism may

be s;(en to arise.
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Light propagates in an optical fiber in particular

propagation modes. Those modes correspond to particular

pat terns ot radia l distribution of the propaqatod radiation.

The number of such modes allowed depends on. the phs'sical

parameters of the light-quidinmc structure. It depenis on these

parameters in the form of the dimensionless quantity V, the

wavequido characteristic parameter ,iven by

V n - n(1)

where d is the qjuide diameter, the free-space wavelength of

the incident radiation and n and n are the refractive indices

inside and outside the quide, respectively., (s(ee Fig. 1). For

large fibers,in which V is a large number,many propagation modes

are allowed and if V is large enough particular modes cannot be

distinguished and the fiber inLerior can be fully illuminated

corresponding to the geometrical optics limit. As V decreases

the number of allowed modes decreases as particular modes are

attenuated or cut off. For V less than the value 2.405 only one

propajation mode, the so-called HI>. mode, is permitted. The

radiation prupagated within the waveguide in this mode also is

rapidly attenuated with a further decrease in V.

Noting that V explicitly depends directly on the ratio

of the fiber diameter to the wavelength of the incident radiation,

then as either d decreases or A increases V decreases and the

guide is more restrictive to the propagation of light. Thus, in

a conical fiber whose diameter decreases along the propagation

direction of the incident light, the fraction of light remaining

at ny given point along the cone will depend on its wavelength
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only nrIliible probability that long wavelengths will reach

this reqion.)

In order that the proposed mechanism ho operative,

the values o. the physical charactei istics of the cones must

fall within a limit(,', range. A smaill iiff(,r(-nce in these

parameters ('an make a largo dif ference in the cone's propaqation

properties. The size, shape and re- ract:ive in(ioex of the

phot(oreceptors have not been mOasu rod with sufficient precisi ,.n

to critica lly decide this p()int. However, we shall see that the

best (eatimates for the human cone parameters are indeck just

the ones required for the oper,ation of the model me, chanism.

In this connection it is noteworthy that the retinal

cone sha-e and size goes through a smooth variation as one

progresses outward from the central retina (Polyak, 1941).

The photosensitive outer segments of the human cones in the

central retina are long and very slightly taperinq cylinders.

Progressing outward from the central area the cones become

increasingly broader, shorter, and more sharply conical. For

color information detected as a position-correlated code, the

re.;lution of the central cones will evidently be better than the

.mpact p(,ripheral cones; it is to be expected that the

corve ston in, color vision of the central retina will be better

th-in that of- th, priphory as is, in fact, the pattern actually

o )s rvtd in the h~iman eye (Morland, 1972). In addition to the

sha ipe ch.ing,s of the cones th1> retinal cone density is also

smaller in the peri phery than in the central retina as is the

nu;mber of hipolii-s per cone.
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the number of bipolars per cone.

Cell counting studies of the retina (Polyak, 1971;

Vilter, 1949; Missoten, 1972) reveal that there are three

bipolars per cone in the central retina and two per cone in

the periphery. This observation is not consistent with multiple

cone models of color vision; it does support the view that

cones resolve full color information which is reduced to a

limited dimensionality only in the process of detection, coding,

and transmission of this information through the cone-bipolar

link. This corresponds well with the observed approximate

trichromaticity of central color vision and the approximate

dichromaticity of the peripheral color function.

The obvious advantage of a system where the dimension-

ality of the spectral information is reduced only at the data

processing stage is that it becomes possible for the organism

to exercise control via adaptive mechanisms over what information

is extracted from that total available, and thus to read only

thu most relevant information with the maximum accuracy with

which its capacity-limited transmission channels are capable.

Before following the logical implication of the model

and its connection with the observable features of human color

vision we must examine the details of light propagation in

small tapered dielectric waveguides.
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B. Mathematical Model.

NOTE: This section of the paper is to be a summary

of the computational detail presented in section 4 of the

Annual Report.
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C. Requirements for the human retina to utilize the proposed

model

For color information detected as a position-correlated

code, the resolution of the central cones will evidently be

b,tter than the less compact peripheral cones. It is to be

expected that the correspondinq 7olor vision of the central

retina will be better than that of the pe-riphorv, (as is in fact

observed for the human eye).

For the cones to detect the available color information

through the tapered wavequide scheme, the effect of light

absorbed at any given point alonq the outer segment must be

distinquishabli from any other. That is, the effect of light

absorbed by the outer seqlinnt must be local and,moreover the

local differences must be detectable. The model would be

quite untenable if the cone responded indifferently to the

position of light absorhod alonq its length.

In microelectrede measurements on single photoreceptors

HIagins and his coworkers (Penn, Yoshihama, 1970, 1974) have

found that the effect of light on the photoreceptor outer

segmnt is indeed local. They t-ransversely illuminated a 12

micron length of a forty micron long rat rod and measured the

resulting potential chanoes to be confined in origin to just

that portion illuminated. While the exact nature of the

mchanism whereby light absorbed within a photoreceptor is

convorft d into an c,]ectrical signA 1 subsequently appearinq at

the receptor output is sti11 uncertain and is a subject of
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intensive research, the picture that is beginning to emerge

from the electrophysiologica] studies is the following:

I. There is steady current of ions flowing between

the outer and inner segments of the receptor in

the absence of light (dark current).

2. The sources of this current are pores distributed

along the surface of the plasma membrane of the

outer segment.

3. When light is absorbed at a photoreceptor disk, a

transmitter substance (possibly Ca + + ) is re-

leased which migrates to the pores and causes their

conductivity to decrease and thus decreases the

dark current contribution from the local region

of absorbance of the incident light.

4. This decrease in the dark current source in the

outer segment eventually appears as a modulation

of the current or electrical si(nal output from

receptor.

Ci"en this kind of dlec' rcal hook-up for the

receptors the potential resolution of a model discriminating

color throuqh the kind of position-correlated scheme such as we

projise can be no better than the limitations imposed by the

spacing ot the pores along the receptor length. The more

wid,]y spaced are the current sources, the coarser will be the

ultimate resolution of the proposed mechanism. The spacing of

the pores depends, of course, on their number, and the area

ove r whi eh this number is distribut ed. The numher ot such
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conductance channels is unknown. Estimates of photoreceptor

pore numbers are on the order of 3000 (Yoshikami and ilagins,1973)

to 105 (Lebovic, 1976). Assuming 104 over the approximately
2

80 t. area of the assumed foveal cone model gives an interpore

spacing on the order of 0.1

A sensible estimate of the resolution of a cone

spectrometer should be the same order of dimension as thL2 con(,

diameter. The ultimate resolution of the con(.-, will be limited

by the amount of axial diffusion of tIhe MIess,,nqr rel ,ased at

the photoreceptor disks upon the absorption ot a photvon. The

more closely the position of the appearance of thu messen1 or

substance at the plasma membrane correspon(!s to the position of

light absorption within the cone, then tht, more accurate will be

the potential information on the photon wavelength. The, axial

diffusion of the messenqer substance will be limited by the phofo-

receptor disks actinq as a baffle, although the exact amount of

isolation provided by the disks is not certain. A crude estimate

of tie spectral resolution obtainable in the proposk-d scheme is

provideI by assuminc that the entire visible spectrum is read over

the ce(ne lengjth. Resolving the 300r nm span (visible wavelen(Tths

ar1(, rouly] 400 to 700 nm) or\,t ,in o)uter soqment in which the 40

]njtth is readable with a 0.5 : resolution implies that tyoical

resolvable wavelength lit fei.nces would be 1/80 of 300 nm, 4 nm.

The ul ftimite resolution, if Iimi ted by the 0.1 , pore spacinq

would be r, 0.75 nm. This crude estimaite is in surprisingly glood

,,gruement with the known ability of the human eye to resolve the

two sodium D lines (0.6 nm). The 4 nm estimate is in rouqh

I.
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agreement with the typical spectral discrimination of the

normal human eye. Wright and Pitt (1934), for example, ex-

perimentally m_asured this function and - except for variations

of a few nm between relative maxima and minima - observed a

wave discrimination function which very broadly speaking is

three to six nm in the range of 450 to 650 nm and increasing

asymptotically at either end of the spectrum.

Thus far we have indicated that the position of light

absorption in the cone is potentially readable and that the

expected resolution of the model mechanism is in accord with

the observations; it must further be shown that the available

color information can be coded and read in a meaningful way.

Two possibilities immediately suggest themselves.

One very elementary scheme would be a simple grouping of the

outer segment length into three different portions, each with

its separate output. There is however, no physiological

evidence for such a grouping of the outer segments. In addition,

such a readout scheme does not exploit the full potential of

the available information, reducing it to a trichromatic scheme

at the detection level.

Another, more likely mechanism, is the direct con-

version of the position-correlated information into a time

cerrela: ] c()(o. The basis for this conversion can rest on the

faict that it takes longer for an electrical signa l, once sent,

to arri "e at a (liven point when it is coming from a more

distant source. We are not here concerned with the time

it t k t's incident I ight to t rav] the
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length of the cone outer segment, a time on the order of 0.1

picoseconds which is far too small to be resolved by the

retinal neuralgia. The relevant delay times are those

associated with the finite ionic conduction times for modulations

in the photoreceptor dark current to traverse the length of the

cone outer segment. These times are not known but are expected

to be on the order of tens of milliseconds (see below). The

delay times will, in any case, be correlated with the color of

the incident light: red light, being primarily absorbed in the

near or proximal portion of the cone, will have the shortest

associated delay times, blue light, being the only color

absorbed at the more distal narrow end of the cone, will be

associated with the longest delay times.

In order that the signals from the cones be inter-

pretable as color information there must be some reference

established to provide a start time at which the time-dispersed

signals may be meaningfully read. This requires that there be

some systematic modulation of the cone function. In principle,

functions which could be so modulated for this coding include:

the light incident on the cone photosensitive segment, the

sensitivity of the photopigment, release of the transmitter

substance within the cones, or the effect of the transmitter

substance at the plasma membrane pores. One of these functions

which is actually modulated in the human eye in the manner

required for this color vision model is, at the input end, the

light distribution incident on the cones. This modulation is

available through the small amplitude movement of the eye which
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occur repetitively even during fixation. It is known that when

this motion is bypassed through optical stabilization of the

position of the retinal image, visual perception and

especially color vision is rapidly and completely lost until

the retinal image motion is restored.

This phenomena generally underscores an important

aspect of information processing by the sensory neuralgia.

The nervous system works particularly well at detecting changes

in input signals; it rapidly adapts to and subsequently ignores

constant, ongoing signals; tho sfnsory neuralgia evidently

differentiates the input signals in the mathematical sonse and

areoptimized to transmit infor-ma{tion as the derivative of the

input levels. Information ,rt non-chanqing si(,nals is sujppressed.

Thus it is perhaps not surpii.;ing that visual perception is

lost when the retinal image is irtificially held constant (in

position and intensity).

There are three components of the eye movements during

fixation: a high frequency, small amplitude tremor; larger

amplitude, less frequent rapid flicks or saccades; and a gieneral

drift between the saccades having the effect of keeping the

fixation point within reasonable boinds despite the saccades.

The high frequency tremor corresponds to motions of the retinal

image of only one or two receptor diameters and has frequency

components in the range of something like 100 hz. This motion

is probably the retinal ana](x;ureof the image resolution enhance-

ment observed when the two ends of a coherent fiber optics

bundle are synchronously osciIated (dynamic scannin).
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The signal modulation relevant to the proposed model

is likely to be accomplished by the larger amplitude saccades.

These very rapid flicks correspond to retinal image motion of

something like 10 to 15 receptor diameters and thus have the

effect of presenting a different portion of the imaqe field to

all receptors simultaneously. Moreover, while variable, these

saccades occur uit typical repetition rates of something like

10 Hz. These two attributes of this motion component are the

important ones: amplitude large enouqh to alter the sioneil in-

puts and a period (%100 msec) that corresponds to the importa.t

time constant for a number of visual phenomena. The time scale

of roughly 80 to 120 milliseconds is central to phenomena (about

which we will have more to say in a discussion ot the model's

relation to the experimental data) such as: Iifferent i i

chromatic latency, induction of sub iective color with :~-Lromatic

illumination, and brightness addition of a doul ?( leiht priise.

The 10 Hz frequency appears to be a resonant une !o- man':, visil

functions.

The mechanism we are slrqgestin, is that the ;utput

signals from the cones are reqular1y scanned at a fregnencev of

about 101 7 and the signal profile over the 100 msc period is

into rpreted as information on the spectrel distribut ion of the

incidehnt light. This implics that we must look for the delay

(latency) of blue light relati-he t) redI liiht to he on the

order of 100 msec.

The phenomenon of differential chromatic latency has

long bheon a controversial issue in visnia] research since
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different investigators have reported different results. How-

ever this issue may well have been settled by Weingarten (1972)

fie found that it is of central importance to !ql.ate the

intensities of the different spectral lij;hts to r i-ro,( rl%,

observe the different chromatic 1atencis; ,i -,, that

has not been uniformly followed by pi,,vi us in, I t . With

the hue substitution method We inia-ten tour, , at i : :ion

wavelength 549 nm had a delay o: about 25 rse- corrauw, to a

rod of 621 nm. Despite th( disagrem(ent on the resIts of the

different measurements of chromatic latency, one ve\ry important

result about which there is general agreement is that the

chromatic latency is a monotonic function of wavelenqth; not

groups of different response times for different cone classes

nor U-shaped like the phototopic luminosity function. Vos and

Walraven (1966) and Walraven and Leebeck (1964) found that the

relative chromatic phase delay" was inversely proportional to

the wavelength. This is the result directly predicted by the

tapered waveguide color vision model for the time-dispersion

method of reading the positionallv-correlated color information.

It still remains to decide how this temporal dispersion

may he coherently utilized in a color vision system. Correspond-

inj to some rather well-known properties of the eye and the

psychophysics of color perception we expect the following kind

of shemata. As previously mentioned, there are observed to be

three output channels (bipolars) per cone in the central retina

and thus we expect to have available three transmission lines



f rom each cone. One line p~robably carries intensity information

in a blIack- and-whi te opponent colors code. The other two

chainnels should carry t ho -()lot- information in the expected

Opnnentr color scheme: a red- qreen ( R-6) ou tow~t , diiT eront iat i n

the cone sicona Is about a waivelenith ci rca 575 nm and a hi no-

yellow (13-Y) output, different iatinci si'inals a-bout 500 nm.
The two color inforinat ion channels can operate O\'

di f ferentiat ing the time seqluence oi. the cone, output wi th

rf s-pe- t to ttiei r pa r ticH ta tr bala ince pr-))nts ( 57 5 an r,5i700 :)1

There i.,- subs ta-n t ia rea-son for dcicii inq on th L W(:' aenth

as the di fferentiat ingj points for the two color outpu t chinnels;

We Will exr)and on these reasons presently.

Wc have thus far descr-ibed a novel spoct roscopic

p r ovi le naised on the col or diisper-sion in a near- cutol I ta-fored,

ilcot nc wavecquide. i-1vident]lv, the architecture oft the humaoii:

ret-ina L.,- co ns istent withi the 00005ic be incl able to ut ili i7 this,

0 rinc21 e; we have firt her i niicalted that the necessary

alpar it 115 for detectinq and co(Iinu the available color in-

I o~2Vtion s present i n the eyc . We now turn to a cocoa Ils(n

ci t fho muol with the known dat a on hum,.an color yis ion.

Ili . (OMPAPISON WYI THEF ENPEPIMFNT.-T, DATA

WV' :rlraenwin a not ecnaIy exhaus t iv e

(-)Ih 1, La compa-rls,con ()I I0 S s, part ; cul arlv% thle one i'Scn ih

With the exper-IilF'nt-al data on the st rlicture of the

rot i na.1 arc-hi t-ect nre aind the Ifinct ion in(; of t he human color

10S>.'ster' . For ccen 0,) we, mi (ih t oryanj, i :o the da11ta
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comparison into three broad categories: (A) structural properties

of the receptors and retina; (B) static or steady state color

vision phenomena; and (C) dynamic color vision phenomena. In

the Table I a list of some of the phenomena is presented as a

sort of score sheet comparing the proposed model and the con-

ventional multiple cone typ)e models.

A. Structure and Architecture of the Receptors and Retina

An obvious advantage of the proposed model is that it

Iiroct lv accounts for the obs(,rved physical characteristics of

the color receptors, particuflarlv as distincuished from the

achromatic rod detectors. The central point upon which the

mociel t:ocuses is the conical shape itself of the cones; the

model provides fur hu first time an explanation of their

conical shape and variations in this shape for the different

retinal areas. We discussed proviously the correlation of this

shape, and chainces therein with the color resolution differences

th,, re1 ina: -(cm the central to peripheral regions.

While the color resolution of small retinal areas is

not a go! as that of larcler areas, the qualitative features ot

the r,-or i scriminat ion function does not change in goinoc to

th -smailler ma(;e size (Bouman and Wa raven, 1972) . .oreover

color is still resolved with such small spot sizes that only

,a ve ow receptors are illuminated (Polyak, 1941) and there does

nut seem to Ie a minimum spot size for color resolution. This
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Partial list of various :rnpr-ties of the
I loman t'o Ir vi. S on 5\svtern. Two mode I (0

e'Xu)lnat iuons 11-e tjtlhtl CO1."istoflt ( Yl*ES) j
or01 'ns1stn (NO') with theli(ile

C-ists whe! the, iuol&; miqhmt or :i aht not .- ,

As;sumlnp !ons (aotphoto:; m l:.s fur

C C I~Pip fth., color receptors NO YES

VaratI( in cone sap, centL-ral and
p"> i hc -I NO YES

~ni Ol.1 0 ons nlocal rein NO YES

kr 'r cj4 I res iji me qu si t' own

D. Di sk renewal i p~ferences, rd and cones INO0 YES

P.S atiePhenomenai

rmroaictof mmoT-rleric matches YES YES

t ls-r wfi Lfcet 1l NO YEFS

n iColour BiDscrimination *

ob-sC! phlotopt i-Sens it i vitv* *

lt -rition pr _)t mties of vairi-us hues NO *

I,. be /01 -Bruceke Ef t Ict* *

7.Land E2 too, ct * YES

"OloLour defectiv e vision NO YS

.2Dy n imic Eneunornna

I. Prevost-Fechner-Bonham EfFect; the differential NO YES
c-hromnati c latencies of the electrical siqonal s
of the retina

2. rocii-Smlzer-Pieroi, Ef fect Perceptual latencies 0O YES

., Bruck e-Ba r t Iev Ef fect Intensity variation with NO YES
intermittent stimuli of different presentation
f requency

4. D itrliburn-Ratlifl f itI ct Image movement on the NO YE17S
ret a
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result is at odds with the concept of color discrimination by

the differences in signals olicit-.d for different cone types.

Younq (1966) utt li ed a radioautoc;raphic technique to

observe the flow of radioact irelv taoqed j prot. in into the

receptor outer segments. Such stu(iies reveal that the rod

receu tors underqo continual displacement of their intorna1 disc

structure; new discs continuailly form at the proximal end of the

outer segment and displace along the ]oncith of the segment,

eventually being discarded at the distal extremity. The cones,

however, do not apparently follow this scheme. The radioactively

labeled protein does not enter and move along the outer segment

as a discrete band, as observed in the rods, but rather it

diffuses throucihout the segment structure. That is, the cone

st-ucture seems to remain intact and discs do not underoo dis-

placement along the receptor length. In the terms of reference

of the model here proposed, this result is to be expected; if

discs were renewed and displaced bodily along the cone segment

length, it would not be possible to indefinitely maintain the

civen cone size and shape.

B. Steady State characteristics of human color- vision

A large number of static or steady state aspcrts of

the p'ychophysics of color vision are known and have been

investigotod a)t one time or another. We consider some of these

effects and their relation to a model of the color discrimination

process. We make no claims that this discussion is comprehensive;

the field is far too vast to be so covered in the necessarily
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limited space of this paper. A rather general perspective musL

be taken in this discussion; we observe that the proposed

tapered waveguide model qualitatively explains the observations.

Detailed quantitarive agreement requires a model with specif-ic

assumptions about the photopigm~ent contained within the cores.

For the purposes of this paper we are more concerned with the

appropt iateness of the tapered waveguide concept as a central

a pt;' t of co)lor vision.

I. Trichromaticity of color vision and cone photopigments

Trichromatic concepts have dominated the study of

color vision since the time of Thomas Young's original suacestion.

Support for this stance has been assumed to be provided

by color-matching experiments in which the eye is used as a

comparator to equate the color qualities of two adjacent patches

of liqht. While such experiments show that it usually suffices

to vary the intensity of only three appropriately chosen

primary colors to effect a match, it does not necessarily follow

that the color sense is three-dimensional and specifically that

the apparent trichromatic nature is a consequence of three cone

classes with different photopiqments.

In general one cannot match a particular monochromatic

light with any combinations of intensities of any chosen triad

of primaries. While the dominant hue can usually he matched, a

test patch composed of three primaries cannot match the

saturation or purity of a monochromatic reference patch. In
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general it is necessary to add one of the primaries to the

monochromatic test light in order to desaturate it. The color

matches or metamers so obtained are, moreover, variable from

subject to subject and even for the same subject the matches

are variable from day to day. The variability of the accept-

ability of such metamers depends on the degree of metamerism;

the greater the degree of metamerism, that is the greater the

disparity of the actual spectral content of the two colors

being matched, then the greater is the instability of the match.

In addition the color reproduction prescriptions

provided b such color matching experiments do not translate

directly into formulas for producing desired colors in applica-

tions such as textiles and painting. In the final analysis,

appropriate production of a particular desired color can only

be gauged by direct visual inspection of the final product -

if the match is satisfactory to the eye then it is a good

match - and cannot be predicted on the basis of color matching

experiments. These results do not argue favorably for a strict

three-dimensionality of color vision.

We have previously discussed the concept that tri-

chromaticity may result for reasons other than the presence of

distinct cone groups. In the framework of the proposed model,

the approximate trichromaticity of color vision is envisioned

as being a consequence of three output channels per cone. That

trichromaticity is imposed only after the detection stage allows

considerable flexibility in the data manipulation; through

adaptive mechanisms the eye is able to select that most relevant
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information. Additional support for this view comes from the

association of the dichromatic character of peripheral color

vision with the presence of only two bipolars (output channels)

per cone in the peripheral retina.

Given that no structural or physiological differences

corresponding to distinct cone classes have ever been observed

in the human retina, it has been argued that the differences

must be those at the submicroscopic or molecular level, i.e. in

the photcpiqments only. Although it would be rather surprising

for such differences to evolve with no corresponding embryo-

logical or physiological differences in the cones, there has in

any case been a concerted and longstanding effort to isolate and

identify the cone photopigments. While the rod pigment, rhodopsin,

has been repeatedly extracted from the retina, it has thus far

proven impossible to extract any other photopigment that can be

uniquely identified as a cone pigment from the eye of any mammal.

It is important to recognize that even if there were definite

proof that three cone pigments were present in the retina, it

would not, per se, constitute proof that color discrimination is

effected by the differential absorption properties of these

pigments. While existence of such pigments is a necessary

condition for the conventional model of color vision it is not

a sufficient condition to prove that it is indeed the only

correct explanation. The model we are proposing, for example,

while utilizing the physical properties of the cones for

spectral discrimination does of course require some kind of

photopigment to effect the transduction of light into an
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electrical signal and while only one photopiqment is necessary

the model efficiency would be enhanced by utilization of at

least two pigments; that is, other models are possible which

may utilize multiple cone photopigments in a secondary role.

The indirect measurement methods of fundus reflection

densitometry and single cone microspectrophotometry (MSP) have

not resolved the debate on the number and distribution of

the cone photopigments. While it is not our purpose to discuss

these techniques in detail a number of observations on the

results of these measurements may be noted. Reflection densito-

metry using protanopic observers (Baker and Ruston, 1964)

indicates that a primarily long wavelength absorbing pigment may

indeed be missing although no such evidence for a missing green

pigment in deuteranopes has been obtained. MSP is a very

difficult technique and the observations on human cone photo-

pigments (Marks, Dobelle, and McNichol, 1964; Brown and Wald,

1964) are at best equivocal. Consider the following points:

a The difference spectra on only 11 human cones have

thus far been reported.

b The procedure is techniquely extremely difficult

and results for the human eye are particularly

complicated by the rapid post-mortem alterations

of the retina (Eitiene, 1972).

c The measurements are not independent of the

transmission properties of the photoreceptors.

d Marks, Dobe]le, and McNichol, 1964 reported that

their results seemed to indicate the existence of
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cones containinq both red and green photo-

pigments.

e. The photopigment absorptici spectra inferred from

the MSP measurements are rather unlikely candidates

for trichromatic color vision; the "red" photo-

pigment has its absorption maximum in the yellow

and the separation of absorption peaks for the

red and green pigments is quite small (on the

order of 30 nm).

f . The results are not hiqhly consistent and re-

producible; when all the measurements reported by

reflection densitometry and MSP are displayed on

a single graph (Riggs, 1967) the absorption

spectra do not fall into three distinct classes.

Such a display reveals an essentially continuous

distribution of broadly overlapping absorption

spectra with a slight break toward the blue

wavelength region.

This situation may be contrasted with the results of

MSP measurements on Goldfish cones (Marks, 1965); there the

spectral absorption peaks do clearly fall into three distinct

groups. It has previously been noted (Walls, 1948) that color

vision has developed independently several spearate times in the

course of evolution. Goldfish cones are structurally different

from human cones and they do not have the appropriate physical
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parameters to utilize the tapered waveguide mechanism (at

least not in the same way as in the human cones). That the

goldfish cones are la-ger than the primate cones has meant

that the MSP measuremc ,ts have been much easier (and more

straightforward) than )r the human cones.

The actual pa~cern of energy deposition of the

incident light along the cone length depends not only on the

transmission properties of the receptor, but also on the

absorption spectrum and location of the photopigments within

the cone. While the tapered waveguide model requires only one

such pigment for the transduction of light into an electrical

signal, the operation of the discrimination mechanism would be

enhanced by the presence of more than one photopigment. We

might indeed expect that multiple phatopigments would be present

and play an important secondary role in enhancing the operational

efficiency of the model. Consider, for example, one particular

possibility for a two-pigment distribution: a maximally lony

wavdength-absorbinq pigment concentrated near the proximal

portion of the outer segment and a maximally blue-absorbing

pigment concentrated primarily towards the more distal portions

of the cone. Such a distribution would maximize the cone

detection efficiency of red light, which penetrates the cone

to only a limited depth. For blue light, which travels the full

length of the segment, such a distribution would minimize the

amount of short wavelength light absorbed and thus attenuated

in the near regions. This would both enhance the amount of



signal cominq from the distal portion of the cone frrm absor-bed

short wavelength light as well as decreasing the amount of blue

light absorbed in the proximal portions of the cone outer

segment. Blue light absorbed in the proximal regions of the

cones would convey intensity information, but not contribute

usefully to the color resolution.

Plausible candidates for this two-pigment distrilutic-

are two rhodopsin-like pigments with peak absorbancies at

wavelengths around 575 and 500 nm, respectively. TherCis ccJod

reason for expecting these to be the appropriate choices ,)r

the pigments.

Murray (1968), in measuring the difference spectra (,

sonicated monkey foveal receptors (which attempts to circ,,n

many of the difficulties of the single cone technique) found

evidence for two photopigments with absorption a- 1 76 a ,

526 nm with approximately ± 20 nm uncertainty.

Rhodopsin with absorbance maximum at - 500 nm I-s

already present in the human retina (in the rod receptors, at

least) and would be a logical ca'ididate for the short wae\'In'jth

cone pigment. The R-G and B-Y differentiation of the opponent:

colors coding are respectively arotnd the 575 and 500 nm points;

if two pigments are preseint,logical points about which t)

differentiate arc,at the absorption peaks of the phot- pi c, nts

These two wavelengths are central to a number of co],,r 'ision

phenomena. They are the locations of the neutral point in

dichromates and are the position of the relative minima il the

spectral discrimination cii-e. The col-ors in he wave,]length
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domain between 500 and 575 nm have no complementaries and this

region defines a span within which the Stiles-Crawford color

change departs from its generaL pattern.

2. Stiles-Crawford Color Change (Effect of the Second Kind)

It is well-known that as the angle of incidence of

light at the retina is increased the apparent intensity de-

creases (Stiles-Crawford effect of the first kind). This

effect is rather well explained on the basis of the transmission

properties of a dielectric waveguidc or optical fiber (diFrancia,

1946; O'Brien, 1946; Snyder and Pask, 1972). Stiles (1937)

reported on a color effect appearing under the same conditions,

wherein the apparent color is also a function of the angle

of incidence. The effect is primarily that of a shift to

longer apparent wavelengths with increase in angle of incidence.

Walraven et al (1960) suggested an explanation of this

phenomenon on the basis of piqment self-screening effects.

However, the pigment densjtier-, required to model this effect

on the basis of a three-cone model of color vision are much

too hiqh (Enoch and Stiles, 1962). In addition, Walraven

had to assume - different form of this effect for the blue

region. If, instead, one assumes that the physical transmission

properties of the cones may serve as the basis of color dis-

crimination, the Stiles-Crawford color change may be explained

very simply, very directly and (over most of the spectrum) very

accurately. The propagation of light in a dielectric cylinder

depends on not only the physical wavelenoth, but the guide
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wavelength, which is a function of both the physical wavelength

of the incident light and its direction of incidence. This

guide wavelength A is given by the physical wavelength • andq

the angle of incidence 0 as

V:Icos
g

This is simply the component of the incident physical wavelength

in the direction of the guide axis. In a physical analogy, we

simply expect that light not incident paraxial to the cones will

"jam" sooner within the con fines of the cone and not propagate as

efficiently as those rays directed along the axis. In figure 3

we make a direct comparison between the original data of Stiles

(1937) and the very simple function ,/cos (i. The theoretical

curves have all been shifted slightly and uniformly to correspond

with the eccentricity of the optical center with respect to the

center of the pupil of the test eye reported by Stiles (1937).

As is evident, this very simple mode1 , which assumes only that

color discrimination depends on the transmission properties of

the color receptors, provides a remarkably good fit with the

data, except for the region between 575 and 500 nm. In this

rejjon soc ndiy effects play an iqxortant role. This indicates the

need for a more precise calculation (and more experimental data

as welI) on the ictails of energy deposition in the cone segment

as a fincti,,n of ancil-. Such computation requires some

speci F ir asqumpti ins about the photopigment identity and density

in the cones.
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D.P'ective Colo! Viion

C,)lor h Ii inne;s i~ sat i s factori PYv o xpla ined b.,

ei ther the I us ion w) I e: ehri sois ord'inar i I , suiceste); wi thin

the t r i ch roinst i 1c rauewo k(a raman , 19 60) Thu o~ue

model off trsa Simle1 and l)ass ilt2 esciIOrne of Iccou"ntin '. or

the many aspectsa oft " 10 pjhonemeT1 I !I

Our- course of deduct ion has led us to expect the

Presence oe at least two cone photepiqoents and two colordif-

entiatinq points on the output channels. The imnorta-nt wx

lenoths for both of these caeoisoccur -at the ,wa-velenc-ths

575 and 500 nm. With this in mind we may look at defects in

color vision as defects in the assumed apparatus of the coior

vision system. The ca-teCe(rie1S of color defective fision are, (1)

"1red-oreen" color hi linuness hihis the most common form andi

occurs in two dii- oront tvpos, -protanopia and deute-ranopia. I n

bot h caszes the 71xrcns i rnal t,, rof col1or dIs cr-i m ina t ion appears to

be rc.-nuced from three Lo twe -ind colors arc discriminated On ly

as more yellow 0!meelie tiian a centrl ?i ffercentiatince po-int

a1t 50 nm(eti 1n). P Blue-yellow, calor blindness.

Muc h Lf S s C-ommonl th n i case-( () above is the coniit ion or-

tritnoil, -h simliialy dichromatic with a neutrail point

c-a. ' 7 5 nim. ( ) 'onochrom ics. Extreme ly rare, is t h compilete

ahsero-- of color dis~cri minat ion, where the spect rum is see(n

onl- iq shade of bla-ck and whito. At lea)st two- di f fuent forms

are r oeni1zedj rodj monoch ron ~iso and cone mnch remism,

In lo nait is well known that the seonsitivity
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to lo-ngI wave leng th 1light i s mal-rked l reduced. Mloreover , the

reflection donsitometry measurt~i::ents (B~aker and Rushton, 1964)

have ma-de a cony inn i f ,icso thait protons probably nio, 1n fact,

have -Imi osi nq red piqgment. In tim- context o the proposed

Model, the absence of thte pigment may well have the ef fect of

criplingtheroei-greorl (Ii sc-rJ miinatiun of fect(e1 - ',) !if ferentiatinq

signals about the 575 nm n 1-int . if there a-re little or no

signails output by the cones correspondino to the proximal

portion of the euter seiments, now devoid in this conition of

the red-sensi tive piciment, ,,- would indeed( expect the failure of

reni-qreen discriminat ion and the conseqpuent di chrom~acy.
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up. In contrast, the few studies reported on the microscopic

examination of the retina in the monochromat eye have revealed

striking abnormalities in the retinal architecture.

Microscopic examinations of the monochromat eye have

been reported by Larsen (1921), Falls, Walter and Alpern (1965)

and Glickstein and Heath (1975). These studies reported in some

instances an abnormally low number of cones - though some reported

a normal number - but all agreed that the cones were of abnormal

shape. The cones were variously reported as "short","abnormally

plump," "much wider than normal." If in fact the conical shape

per se is the mechanism effecting color discrimination, then

quite clearly color vision will not be possible in such cases.

Presumably, the cones' size and shape in the normal

retina are just those necessary to effect proper operation over

the entire spectral range. If these cones are either too large

or too small, (size in the optical sense which depends on both

physical diameter and refractive index), color vision

characteristics are expected to deviate from the normal.

4. Land Effect

Land (1959) reported observing surprisingly

good color reproduction using very limited spectral information.

He found that visual scenes could be rendered, for example,

using just two wavelength bands (a long wave reference and a

short wave reforence) with the subjective appearance of the

full color range yet present. The two reference wavelengths

could be s-paratod by as little as 10 nm and a visual impression
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still be that of the scene rendered in the full range of

spectral colors, although the colors induced are not fully

saturated. The nature of this effect clearly involves higher

levels of information processing in the eye-brain system;

Walls (1961) discussed the phenomena and concluded that it was

not inconsistent with adaptive properties of conventional

trichromatic color vision schemes (see Sheppard, 1968).

The effect illustrates that the eye-brain system is

able to synthesize and properly assign the full range of colors

to a scene in which the information is recorded in a very

limited way: the important information is the relative contri-

bution of either long or short wavelengths in each part of the

visual scene.

While it is surely remarkable that so little inform-

ation is required in this process, it is significant that the

key information (however compressed) is that of wavelength

differences. This scheme is compatible in the rough qualitative

fashion (which is our concern here) with the proposed color

discrimination mechanism which is optimized to detect wave-

length differences.

5. Some Other Static Characteristics

In a rather interesting experiment, Brindley and

Rushton (1959), compared the subjective appearance of the color

of light incident at the retina in the normal physiological

direction to that incident at 180 degrees to this direction by

passjing light from behind the eyeball through the sclera. They

found that there w;as little apparent difference in the subjective
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color impression for the two different directions. It has been

commonly assumed that this result rules out color vision being

based on waveguide effects. However, as has been stressed by

Enoch (1963), the Brindley and Rushton experiment specifically

rules out the possibility of selective elements in front of the

receptor outer segments mediating color discrimination and it

"...does not represent a definitive test of the role of wave-

guide effects upon vision."

In a tapered waveguide the coupling of light into the

guide will be very inefficient for light incident in the "wrong"

direction, however, that shorter wavelengths will couple into

the cone more efficiently than longer wavelengths will remain

unaltered.

Without some very detailed assumpsions about the cone

photopigments and the specific workings of the color information

processing mechanism it is not possible to make a comparison

with such properties as: the photopic spectral sensitivity of

the eye, the color discrimination function, and the Stiles

i-mechanisms. Our objective in this study is only an examination

of the qualitative aspects of the proposed model. A very im.

portant test of the model would be just that program of making

the appropriate de'ailed assumptions and looking for the

quantitative fit. Unlike the three-pigment, trichromatic model

where, in principle, no unique triad can be determined by such

a program (even if that model was the correct one) it is not

unreasonable to expect that the correct unique set of parameters

may be so determinable for the tapered waveguide model.

Indicative of the promise held by this model is the

.......
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qualitative aspect of the two color threshold technique of Stiles

observed by Brindley (1953). When one attempts to isolate one of

the triad of red, green, or blue by exposing the retina to high

intensities of the other two colors, the saturation of the

"isolated" mechanism was observed to be a highly unsaturated red

or pink in the case of long wavelengths, a highly unsaturated

blue-green for the middle wavelengths, but a very saturated blue F

or violet in the short wavelength case. This is clearly the

expected result in the proposed model where only in the last

named case (blue isolation) is the isolated region not accessible

to the red and green lights used to suppress the activity of

their respective portions of the cone.

C. Dynamic Properties of Color Vision

Multiple cone moiels provide little insight into the

dynamic properties of human color vision. In contrast, the

proposed tapered waveguide model - with the use of assumptions

that are essentially forced by the nature of the discrimination

mechanism itself - are in accord with response of the color

vision system to changes in the incident light signals.

1. Differential chromatic latencies

We have already discussed the conversion of the

positionally-correlated color information of a tapered cone into

a time dispersion of the cone output signals. The pattern of

this time dispersion is dictated by the nature of the color

selection mechanism; long-wavelength information is contained

in the short-latency electrical output of the cone and short-

wavelengths in the long-latency in accord with the data, i.e.

L
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latency is inversely proportional to wavelength (see above).

There are some important observable consequences

of the differential chromatic latency which have not hitherto

been satisfactorily explained. In one very interesting series

of experiments Ives (1917) investigated the response time of

the color vision system by displaying to his subjects a bar

of light which was moved across their field of view. He

compared the perception of such a moving bar for the cases of

a yellow constructed two different ways - one a pure spectral

yellow and the other of a mixture of green and red combining

to form a color matching that of the pure yellow. In the

case of the red-green combination motion of the test bar

across the field of view resulted in a color separation due to

the differential chromatic latencies of the perceptual mechanism.

His observers saw the moving pattern spread to a leading red

edge, a trailing green edge and the combined yellow remaining

at the center. For the case of the pattern formed by the pure

spectral yellcw, however, no such dispersion was observed and

the test pattern remained uniformly yellow. That is, although

the eye - to a first approximation - sees the two yellows as

matching (a metameric match) the two different lights do not

elicit exactly equivalent responses in the retinal receptors.

While the colors are metameric to a first approximation, they

are inherently distinguishable and some property of the

receptors must reflect this.

Ives results clearly contradict the widely held

three-receptor model of color vision, but it is just the result
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expected in our proposed model, directly reflecting the time

dispersion of the positionally-correlated color information (red,

green and yellow, all having different associated time constants).

The time coding of color information also plays a

direct role in the Benham's top phenomena: the induction of

the subjectivE. perception of color using only modulated

achromatic illumination (Polizzotto and Peura, 1975; Roelofs and

Zeeman, 1958; Sheppard, 1968). For repetitively presented

patterns consisting of three components - a neutral reference

signal and an on signal composed of two parts one, of shorter

duration which is the active component and a longer duration

inactive component (where the difference between active and

inactive may be of relative brightness, for example) - then

color code is: 1) red perception occurs when the active

component is presented immediately after the reference signal,

2) green perception for the active component presented at

intermediate times, and 3) blue perception for the active

component presentpd after the bulk of the inactive portion

(most delay with respect to the reference signal). This is just

that code predicted by the proposed model:

2. Eye Movements

The induction of color perception by achromatic

stimuli in this procedure is optimized for presentation fre-

quencies of the order of 10 Hz. As previously discussed this

appears to be a naturally resonant frequency in visual per-

ception. This is roughly the frequency of the saccadic eye

movements which we have suggested is the basis for color
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information processing. Use of time coding of color information

in the proposed model requires such a mechanism (or something

similar) to provide phase or reference information) . It is

certainly to be expected that the frequency of such reference

signals will be central to the dynamic properties of the

visual system.

3. Brucke-Bartley Effect

The above aspect is further substantiated by the

variation of perceived intensity of intermittent stimuli: the

apparent brightness of flashing lights is greatest for the

resonant 10 Hz presentation frequency (c.f., Sheppard, 1968).

4. Broca-Suizer-Pieron Effect

The recognition of a color occurs with greater delay

than the production of the electrical signal in the retina

(differential chromatic latency). These perceptual latencies

were measured by Ferree and Rand (1924). They determined the

time for the rise of sensation to maximum for white, red, yellow,

gre, n and blue light. They found that the perceptual delay

varied systematically with wavelength, with the longest wave-

length 1being the slowest and the fastest rise of sensation

occurring for the shortest wavelengths and white light having

the longest rise time of all. That is, the most information

processing time is required for the longest wavelengths (and

even longer for white light).

This phenomenon too is expected in the proposed color

vision model and simply reflects a general limitation on any

spectrometer constructed on the basis of spectral dispersion

alonq a tapered waveguide. As previously noted signals arising
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from light absorbed in the most distal portions of the cones,

while delayed relative to signals from the proximal portion

of the cone, are uniquely correlated with short wavelength

light. The proximal cone signals, while arising first must be

associated with further information processing to determine

the incident color since all wavelengths pass through this

region and, depending on the photopigment present there, all

have some probabflity of producing a signal there. This means

that additional information processing time (relative to short

wavelength light) is required for the long wavelength signals.

This information processing time is long compared to the

differential chromatic latencies associated with the delay

in propagation time along the length of the cones. As a con-

sequence this gives rise to a reversal of the time course of

the color code, that is, the rise time to maximum sensation is

a monotonically increasing function of wavelength as opposed to

the electrical signals from the cones, which are universally

proportional, in agreement with the experimental observations.

IV. EXPERTM7NTAL TESTS OF THE MODEL

There are a number of experiments that can critically

evaluate the accuracy and efficacy of the proposed model:

(1) Precise measurement of the physical parameters

and shape of the retinal cone are needed for verification of

the proposed theory. In what has been an intensive and single-

minded search for the three cone pigments required by the

conventional trichromatic theory7 there has traditionally been
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very little importance attached to these parameters. To date,

very little experimental effort has been expended to determine

the exact size, shape and refractive index of the foveal cones.

The model calculations are consequently based on the best

available and rather crude published estimates of these parameters.

(2) Analog experiments can be conducted with tapered

optical fibers (or alternatively with microwaves with, for

example, appropriately scaled styrofoam cones) to directly

confirm the predicted dispersion mechanism. We might also note

parenthetically that a spectrometer could be built and operated

on just this proposed mechanism. Indeed, if one constructed a

tapered fiber with an appropriate photosensitive semi-conducting

material, and repetitively pulsed a read-out of photoelectrons

one could electronically extract spectral information (once

again, technology would emulate nature).

(3) The discriminatory properties of the proposed

physical mecbanism depend critically on the refractive index

diffcfrnce b tween the receptor and its surrounding interstitial

matrix. Alterations in the refractive index of the medium in

which the cones are emorged will profoundly influence their

color discrimination. If the refractive index of the inter-

photoreceptor space is systematically altered, and the resulting

colour vision characteristics of the subject eye are determined,

a very sensitive test of the model is possible. In this

connection we may note that while the pigment epithelium is a

very effective barrier between the plasma and the photoreceptor
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layer, the rtina is not so isolated from the vitreal side

(Kuwabara, 1965). There is thlis the possibility of modifying

the refractive iude: in the i tterphotoreceptor space by

introducing ippropi-iite i(nts through the vitreal side.

We might nott. thit tht. m-ico,- rol',s'ccharide-like substances in

the interphotorek, tto itc chemically similar to immuno-

globulins anti in tz ,,:n 't wn it is interesting that Raymond

(1974) ruporteL-i d:. ,n : ',rsibility of colour blindness in

allergenic s it) ect i% iIgf" hyposensitization treatments.

While Raymond laoe -'w ;t- tis on the color vision character-

istics of his subjects thi,7 may well he an important line of

study to pursue.

(4) The enterg,: deposition pattern of differently

coloured lights within the outer segment may possibly be in-

ferred from a destructive testing technique. Exposing the

primate retina to hiqh-intensity coherent light will damage the

retina and if levels of light are used which are below the gross

damage threshold, it is known that the photoreceptor outer

segments are the first portions of the retina to show microscop-

ically visible signs of damage (Adams, Beatrice, Bidell, 1972).

The model can be tested by varying the output wavelength of a

high intensity liq ,t source an(] looking for differences in the

resulting damge p,-t-rns as a function of the colour. If the

standard three-pigment, three-receptor model of colour vision

were correct, we would expect to find only a particular portion

of the cone population to be damaged at the appropriate
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intensity levels as the incident wavelength is varied

(distinguishable cone populations). In our proposed model, on

the other hand, all cones in ai local area will be damaged in

rather similar patterns: long wavelength light primarily dis-

rupting the proximal portions of the cone and short wavelength

light either damaging only the more distal cone regions or the

entire length of the outer segment, depending on the photo-

pigment distribution within the cones.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a very simple and straightforward

model for color discrimination by the retinal receptors of the

human eye. The proposed model depends for its operation on the

physical properties of the receptors and enables each cone to

individually act as a miniature spectrometer.

The color dispersion of such a spectrometer is clearly

demonstrable in principle. The model is consistent with the

known structure and physiology of the retina. The apparatus

needed to malke, use of the operating principle of the model is

present in the eye and indeed the presence of these attributes

there is difficult to explain otherwise.

The model is not centradicted by any known data and

even without making any specific assumptions about the details

of the cone Fphotopiqments it leads to a simple and direct

explanation of the wide range of both steady state and dynamic

performance characteristics of human color vision. The

predictions of the model are subject to direct and critical
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experimental tPst.

The model succeeds remarkably well as a unifying

principle and brings together in one simple and connected

explanation what has hitherto been a disparate collection of

observations. The model, of course, is not complete; indeed

it is only a beginning. Complete understanding of color vision

awaits understanding of the complete organism: the complex inter-

play of very sophisticated elements comprising each individual.

The model does, however, appear to be an illuminating concept;

one which offers some promise towards more complete under-

standing of color perception.
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Scanning electron microscopy of rabbit retina

Summary

This study presents the topography as seen by scanning

electron microscopy of the rabbit retina in general and the

photoreceptors in particular; and of large laser lesions in

the retina.
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Scanning electron microscopy of rabbit retina

There are only a few studies of vertebrate retina

using scanning electron microscopy - 8 but none of the rabbit

retina, and none of laser lesions in a retina.

This study explores the topography of the rabbit

retina in general, and the photoreceptors in particular; and

large laser lesions in the retina.

METHODS

Mature New Zealand black rabbits with well pigmented

retinas were used. Immediately after lasing, photographs of

the fundus were taken with a Topcon fundus camera, and another

photograph was taken prior to enucleation; also line-drawing

maps were made of the retina with the lesions.

Details of Laser Exposure in Rabbits:-

The laser exposures were carried out with a flashlamp

pumped dye laser. The coaxial flashlamp was typically run at

20 KV discharge voltage and rhodamine 6G was employed as the

active medium. The laser output wavelengths employed ranged

from 570 to 600 nm. (typically 585 nm) The output pulse

duration was 0.4 isec (FWIM). The beam diameter at the rabbit

cornea was 5.0 mm. The laser beam divergence was 4 milli radians

and the estimated minimum spont size was 75 microns. The retinal

energy density of the typical lcsion studied in this report was

on the order of 10J/cm 2.

The rabbits were anesthetized with an intravenous
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injection of Nembutol and the pupils dilated with 2% homatrapine

hydrobromide.

Details of Tissue Processing:-

Lased eyes were dissected out and washed clear of

blood. They were cut open at the ora serrata with a sharp

blade and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde + 0.5% paraformaldehyde

in 0.lM Sorensen's phosphate buffer. After thirty minutes the

eye tissues were sufficiently hardened to be dissected further.

The cornea, lens and vitreous were gently removed and the lased

areas, located with the aid of maps and fundus photographs,

were cut out using new sharp bladeF. From many trials, it was

found that 2 days in the aldehyde fixative and 30 minutes in 1%

osmic acid in 0.1 M phosphate buffer gave best results for SEM

studies. The tissue was dehydrated in ethyl alcohols and acetone;

and critical point Irioc with CO.. The specimen was coated with

a 20 nim laver of ( i;].] inq a Technics Sputter coater; examined

in a HIiS-2H fiitochi Scnirininq Fli-ctr on Microscope, and photo-

graphed un Kodak plus-X film.

The laser lesions were well ,hove thrteshel and

sufficiently powerful to affect the fiill thickness of the retina.
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Results: -

Since the impact of scanning electron microscopy

is visual and in order to avoid repetition and to present

the material in the most effective manner, the results are

presented photographically with accompanying captions in

Figures 1 to 17.
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DISCUSSION

Although a good deal is known about the rabbit retina

from light and transmission electron microscopy 9- 1 1, confirmation

of some information, and the extension of our perceptions and

insights is provided by the dramatic impact of the three-dimensional

type of view obtained by scanning electron microscopy.

We list some of the more significant observations

below.

The rod outer segments are observed to be very long

and uniformly cylindrical. The ciliary connectives do not all

lie at the same level, so that the outer segments are not all

of the same length.

The texture of the inner plexiform layer is so

markedly different from all other layers that it can be

identified with ease, even as debris in laser lesions.

MIller cell processes are known to surround and

envelope the nuclei of the retina 12 - 1 but here we see how

these processes form a distinct nest for each nucleus. The

other surprising fact is that even the considerable trauma of

a suorathreshold laser insult does not explode the nuclei, but

they are extruded whole and discrete from their nests without

their connecting fibres.

The sequence of laser lesions shown here is from a

ba rely raised dome covered by intact basal lamina, to small

p rforations in a small hillock, to large open craters with

,,,L I I
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much extruded retinal debris over a large swollen mound.

Some of the debris seen at the crater openings can

easily be identified as variously: nuclei, blood cells and

pieces of inner plexiform layer. However, fine filamentous

material is also seen and we do not yet know whether this is

vitreal, from the blood, or whether some of it represents

healing, or even the beginnings of formation of an epiretinal

membrane. This is currently being investigated. Some of the

cellophane-like membranous material seen is the vitreal-retinal

boundary layer, rolled up after being torn by the laser impact.

(Figs. 10,11,13). The "beaded fibres" (Figs.15,16,17) were

often seen and we can as yet offer no explanation of their

nature. This work is in the process of correlation with

transmission electron microscope studies.
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Fig. 1. - Normal rabbit retina. The vitreal surface is

uppermost. Some ganglion cell (G) nuclei can be seen and

Miller cell processes (MC) are prominent. The ganglion cell

and nerve fibre layers are not clearly distinguishable.

The inner plexiform layer (IPL) is sponge-like in appearance.

The inner nuclear layer (INL) is bounded by the narrow outer

plexiform layer which has distinct horizontal processes (HP).

The nuclei of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) are smaller and

more numerous than those of the INL and at the bottom left-

hand of the picture can be seen the photoreceptors. Note that

when a nucleus is displaced there is left a discrete nuclear

nest (NN) formed from Miller cell processes.

x6,000

Fig. 2. - Normal rabbit rods including their nuclei (N).

The inner limiting membrane (ILM) can be seen and also the inner

segments (IS), cnnnecting cilium (C) and the long uniformly

cylindrical outer segments (OS). Note that the ciliary

connective varies in its position in the retina, and the outer

segments differ in their lengths.

x12,000

Fig. 3. - Outer nuclear layer to show the "nuclear nests" (NN)

that surround the nuclei.

x21,000
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Fig. 4. - A 2-day old laser lesion appears as a more or less

symmetrical hillock or hump, on the uninterrupted vitreal

surface of the retina.

X1,200

Fig. 5. - The vitreal surface of the retina with a 2-day old

laser lesion, showing small perforations in the vitreal-retinal

boundary layer,at the summit of the hillock.

X2,100

Fig. 6. - A 7-day old laser lesion sectioned through the

thickness of the retina. It shows how the retina humps up and

folds so that the photoreceptor (PR) layer comes to lie in a

central vertical line. The choroici (Ch) and sclera (S) can be

seen. The inner limiting membrane (ILM) is very little disturbed.

Xl, 200

Fig. 7. - A 2-day old lesion with nuclei extruded from well-

defined op-nings on the hillock summit. Cell debris,

erythrocytes and some fibrous material are present.

X2,100

Fig. 8. - A piece of retina with a 2-day old laser lesion

that appears like the crater of an erupted volcano. There is

cellular debris at the crater. Note the cut surface through

the thickncis of the retina which appears intact and

una[fct,-U7 by the neighbourinq laser lesion.

x480
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Fig. 9. - Surface view of a large crater of a 7-day old laser

lesion with red blood cells, nuclei and debris lying around the

edge of the crater.

X2,100

Fig.10. - A 4-day old laser lesion in which the contents of

the retina have poured, lava-like, over the slopes of the

lesion hillock. Membranous material (M) of the vitreal-retinal

border has curled up and lies along the hillock slope.

X1,020

Fig. I. - A portion of Fig. 10 magnified to show the

cellophane-like membranous material (M) which is probably the

curled up inner limiting membrane. There are nuclei (N) present,

and also sponge-like material resembling the IPL of the normal

retina. (See Fig. 1)

X6,000

Fig. 12. - The vitreal surface of the retina with two 7-day

lesions, the lower one of which (arrow) has a large crater.

Note the wrinkl-pattern of the dried vitreal surface of the

retina, and the general depression around the unmarked lesion

of the retina.

X210

Fig. 13. - A 7-day old laser lesion (the upper one shown in

Fig. 12) magnified to show the crater covered with discrete

extruded nuclei, membranous material (M), cell debris and

macrophage (Mp).

X2,100
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Fig. 14. - A 7-day old laser lesion with a large empty-looking

crater and only a few nuclei adhering to the hillock summit.

Note the cracks in the vitreal surface at the edge of the

crater (arrows).

X2,100

Fig. 15. - The crater of a 2-day old lesion shows a distinct

bundle of beaded, fibrous material (F) lying across the centre

of the crater, extending from the rim. There are numerous

extruded nuclei and considerable cell debris.

X2,100

Fig. 16. - The fibrous material (F) shown in Fig. 15 is

magnified here. It consists of loosely packed, approximately

parallel, strings or cords of irregular diameter, with

occasional beadlike swellings or attachments. Some nuclei (N)

can be seen.

X6,000

Fig. 17. - A view looking onto the crater of a 1-day old

lesion showinq "beaded fibres" (F) lvinq across extruded

material from the retina.

X12,000
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APPENDIX 1.3
draft

1.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

OF NORMAL & LASED RABBIT PIGMENT EPITHELIUM

B. Borwein, M. Sanwal, J.A. Medeiros, and J.Wm. McGowan

The Department of Physics and Centre for Interdisciplinary
Studies in Chemical Physics, The University of Western Ontario

Introduction

There are a few studies of the pigment epithelium of

1-5
the vertebrate retina by scanning electron microscopy , but

not many. There are none of rabbit retinal pigmented epithelium

and none of laser lesions of the pigment epithelium.

This presunt work reports on the appearance of normal

and lased pigment epithelium of the rabbit retina.

Until the advent of SEM , our mental images of

structures have been based upon reconstruction from light trans-

mission electron microscopy. These often fail to demonstrate

the many facets of surface topography, and the total appearance

of larqe structures.

The dramatic three-dimensional view by SEM obtained

extends qur perceptions of tissues and cells seen so far only

by thin sectioning.
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METHODS

Mature New Zealand black rabbits with well piqmented

retinas were used. Inediatelv after lasing, photographs of

the fundus were taken with a Topcon fundus camera, and another

photocgraph was taken prior to enucleation; also line-drawing

maps were made of the retina with the lesions.

Details of Laser Exposure in Rabbits:

The laser exposures were carried out with a flashlamp

pumped dye laser. The coaxial flashlamp was typically run at

20 KV discharge voltage and rhodamine 6G was employed as the

active medium. The laser output wavelengths employed ranged

from 570 to 600 nm. (typically 535 nm) The output pulse

duration was 0.4 sec (FWIIM) . The beam diameter at the rabbit

cornea was 5.0 mm. The laser beam diveraence was 4 m Rad and

the estimated minimum spent size was 75. The estimated retinal

energy density of the typical lesion studied in this report

2was 10J/cm

The rabbits were anaesthetised with an intravenous

injertion of Nembutol and the pupils dilated with 2% homatrapine

hydrohrnmi 1,..

Detail.; of Tissue Processing:

.. sedl eyes were dissected out and washed clear of

blowi. Tht-y were cut open at the era serrata with a sharp

blade and fixed in 2-5% glutaraldehyde + 0.5% paraformaldehyde

in 0.11 Sorensen's phosphate buffer. After thirty minutes the

eye tissues were sufficiently hardened to be dissected further.



The cornea, iens and vitreous w%,ere qjentlv removed and the lased

areas, located with the aid of m.aps and fundus photoaraphs, were

cut out using new sharp blades. From many trials, it was found

that 2 days in the aldeh'.de fixative and 30 minutes in 1? osmic

acid in 0.1 '1 phosphate buf <rav(, best results from SEM

studies. The tissUe was dehv.dratetd in ethyl alcohols and

acetone; and critical :)(,int dried with CO 2 . The specimen was

coated with .-i 20 nm layer of u:old using a Technics Sputter

roater; e,:xamined in a HIl -2R !Iitachi Scanning Electron

Microscope, and photographed on Kodak plus-X film.

The laser lesions were above threshold, and sufficient-

ly powerful to affect the full thickness of the retina.

The posterior fundus was used and only the surface

facing the photoreceptors was studied. The lesions were

allowed to mature for 2 to 7 days and the eyes were then

enucleatud.

RESULTS

The pigment epithelial cells are hexagonal in shape,

and the cell boundaries are very clearly demarcated. (Figs.

1,2). Microvilli are very abundant, and even when the cells

seem relatively denuded of microvilli in the lased cells (Fig.

5) the microvilli can still be seen to be present at much higher

magnifications (Fig. 10). Rod outer segments can be seen

embecddod among the microvillous processes (Fig. 2).

Two kinds of microvilli were observed: the usual long,

single, simple microvillous process (Fig. 2) and also broad
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sheets of processes with irreqular indented margins (Fig. 3).

However, under the visual streak, the pigment

epithelial cells are strikingly different, in that the cells

are smaller and the long microv'illi are absent. The few at-

tached nuter segments seem much stockier (Fin. 4) than those of

the other areas of the posterior fundus (Fig. 1)

When lased, the pigment epithelial cells seem to

retract or lose their micrcvilli, (Figs. 5,6,7,8,9) but at

higher maqnifications it is seen that even the apo)arently de-

nuded cell surface has microvilli (Fig. 10). The difference

must thus be one of abundance, density and, perhaps, even length.

The laser lesions are very clearly demarcated and

circumscribed (Figs. 6-8), by the relative paucity of their

microvilli. In the lased areas, some individual cells are seen

each one of which has one hole in it (6,7,8,11).

In some 2-day old lesions, a cap is seen on some

pigment epithelial cells (Fig. 9), which seems to lift off and

is then shed (Fig. 10), to leave the hole seen in the cells of

the 4-day old lesions (Figs. 6,7,8,11).

Associated with the lased areas there are groups of

much smaller pigment-epithelial cells (Figs. 5,6,7). In Fig. 5

abun(lant microvilli can be seen on these small cells. The cells

in 2-day old lesions are most denuded of microvilli, and here

there appears to be a liftinq of the cell apex (Fig. 10). In

the 4-dolx old lesions the microvilli are not quite so sparse,

and there are holes in some cells. (Figs. 5,6,7,8). Very few

outer segments are seen attaching to the pigment epithelium in

the lased areas (Fig. 8).
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DISCUSSION

Hogan et al (1971) state that mitoses have not been

observed in retinal piqment epithelial cells and that it is

generally believed that they are not replaced if they die, but

adjacent cells slide laterally to fill the space left by a dead

cell. They suggest that the multi-nucleated cells seen at the

periphery result from amitotic division. However, Reese (1960)

points out that the "pigment epithelium proliferates upon the

slightest provocation" and it is known to be very reactive to

trauma and to proliferate as a consequence of trauma. Wallow

and Tso (1972) found proliferation of the RPE at the periphery

of and overlying malignant choroidal melanomas, and so did

Font et al (1974) and Fishman et al (1975).

Proliferation of the pigment epithelium has also been

observed in response to radiant energy damage (Friedman &

Kuwabara, 1968) to inflammation (Frayer, 1966); to detachment

(Frayer, 1966; Machemer & Norton, 1968); to xenon photo-

coagulation (Ishikawa et al, 1973) and to laser irradiation

(Marshall & Mellerio., 1970; Bresnick et al, 1970; Powell et al

1971). Within four days of lasing we found clearly demarcated

groups of proliferated cells within the lased areas.

The transition between the lased areas showing damage

and the normal pigment epithelial cells was abrupt in argon

lesions seen by transmission electron microscopy (Marshall et

al 1975). In the S.E.M. view of the lesions in this study a

dramatic finding is that the laser lesions are very clearly

delimited by the surface appearance of the lased pigment

epithelial cells, with their relative paucity of microvilli. At
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low magnifications it appears that the 
microvilli have been

retracted or destroyed. However, at high magnification,

microvilli are seen to be present, but they are sparser and

shorter and almost completely absent on parts of the cell

surface.

We were unable to locate holes in the cells away

from the lased areas. The holes seem to be a result of laser

insult, being found in some cells in all lased areas, and it

seems that a cell 'cap' may be shed to leave the hole (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 1 - Normal pigment epithelial cells facing the photo-

receptors, from an unlased area of the posterior fundus,

Showing the hexoaonal cell outlines. The microvilli are

abundant, and long rod outer segments (ROS) are attached to

some of the cells, embedded among the microvilli.

X5,400

Fig. 2 - Normal pigment epithelial cells, with their

multitudinous microvilli. The individual cells can be clearly

distinguished. Portions of rod outer segments (ROS) adhere to

the microvilli.

X12,000

Fig. 3 - Normal pigment epithelial cells from an area near

a 7-day old lesion. The processes are of two kinds: long,

single microvilli (MV), and broad, rampart-like processes (BP).

X24,000

Fig. 4 - Normal pigment epithelial cells in the region of

the visual streak. These are different from the pigment

epithelial cells of the posterior fundus in that the cells are

smaller and the long microvilli are absent here. Some squatter

outer segments are seen (OS)

X6,000

Fig. 5 - Pigment epithelial cells at the margin of a 4-day

old lesion. Th' cell outlines are clearly demarcated, and the

microvilli are prominent. There are present a large number

of very small cells with abundant microvilli.

X5,000
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Fig. 6 - A 4-day old lesion is easily distinguishable on

the pigment epithelial surface. There are many red blood

cells lying on the lesion surface among other cellular debris.

The pigment epithelial cells in the lesion are denuded of

microvilli. A few holes can be seen (arrows), and also zones

of very small proliferating pigment epithelial cells (arrow

heads).

X1,200

Fig. 7 - A 4-day old laser lesion seen at the pigment

epithelium surface. The more--or-less circular lesion area is

distinguished and circumscribed by the absence of microvilli

on the cell surfaces. Some erythocytes and cell debris can be

seen at the lesion centre. There are groups of smaller cells

(arrow heads),and there is one hole per cell in some of the

cells (arrow).

Xl,200

Fig. 8 - The edge of a 4-day old laser lesion showing

clearly the abrupt transition from denuded pigment epithelial

cells in the laser lesion to those with abundant microvilli

of the unaffccted cells.

There are no attached outer segments in the lesion area,

in contrast to the many rod outer segments seen in the normal

cells. Note the holes in some of the lased cells (arrowheads).

X2,100

Fig. 9 - Pigment epithelial cells in a 2-day old lesion

showing caps forming on the cells. No holes are present.

Xl,200
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Fig. 10 - Pigment epithelium cells in a 2-day old laser

lesion. The microvilli are almost completely absent and some

cells appear to have a cap-like part (c) in the process of

being shed. This is possibly the manner of formation of the

hole seen in the 4-day lesions.

Some outer segments (OS) can be seen.

X12,000

Fig. 11 - A pigment epithelial cell is a 4-day old lesion

showing a hole surrounded by microvilli. This cell is a

mganified view of the cell marked Fig. 7. Note the microvilli,

which appear so sparse and flat in Fig. 7, and the red blood

cells (RBC).

X24,000
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APPENDIX 1.4
ROUGH DRAF'

1.

DRAFT of paper entitled "STUDIIS IN HMAN RETINA 1. The so-

called normal areas from the retina of an eye enucleatod for

choroidal melanoma" by B. Borwein, et al in preparation for

submission to Investiga tive Opithal.

ABSTRACT

A retina from an eye enucleated for choroidal

melanoma from a 47-year old woman was examined by electron

microscopy. In previous stud ies using retinas fr-om hunan

eyes enucleated for choreida melanoma there has been an

implicit or explicit assuimption that the areas not irmediately

bordering the melanoma are normal.

Normal portions of the retina were seen in this

study, but this paper reports on the abnormalities that were

present in areas distant from the melanoma.

These abnormalities include blood cells within the

pigment epithelium, and im.ediately below it; holes in the

photoreceptor layer; pigment bodies and phagosomes within the

inner retinal layers; rod outer segments clumping and fusinq

together in groups; small foci of pyknotic photoreceptor

nuclei; and cystic piqment epithelium with and without prolif-

eration and/or degenerating nuclei.

In the qreat majority of sections examined, the

outer segment discs were normally arrayed.

Many studies of human retina and choroid have used

tissue from eves enucleatod for choroidal melanomas (1,2,3,4,5,
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6, ", 8,9). Cohen (1 1) states cleirly that he used eyes "removed

for reasons not di ectlv involving the visual function (e.g.

maxillary car inoma)". Frequently the cause for enucleation is

not (ivon andi the only statment made is that the eves were

obtained from human natients • lwin,' surgical removal (10,11);

or the kind of tumour is nat 1eel -ied (10). None of these

papers describe the ::ethd oa o, -iole,,t ion, which may possibly

affect the de:ree of isema t, ;vh,'h the retina is subjected.

T'ie pr'::arv air : , tu:' w-s to investigate

thre-,ai i laser lesions, t sM l to be visible ophthalmological-

1v, Lr >u- r.,t s. In <rhe cours of this work we found that

there w, r- . t.o nosterior fundus remote from both the

.101 av:or' a n : u er lesion areas that were abnormal, and

ne ..' .. y :< Z'nIS so,,inq typically normal structures.

This p- .i;' ir r ts the abnormal findings.

MATERIALS A MITiODS:

A 47 year old white woman with normal 6/6 vision

donated her left eye which wa s enucleated by the snare method,

for a choroidal melanoma, infero-temporal to, and near, the

macula. The tumour was 10 x 5 x 3 mm, mainly of epithelioid

cells and with a shallow serous retinal separation. The over-

lying pigment epithelium had focal areas of proliferation.

There was no yellow pigmentation associated with the neoplasm.

The tumour was found in the course of a routine examination

and the patient did not report any visual symptoms.

Three to four hours before enucleation, argon laser

lesions wore made in the posterior fundus around the disc and
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macula, ranqinq from 50 - 1000, spot size.

Following enucleation, the pathologist cut out the

area of the eye with the melanoma, and within half an hour after

suraery the retina was put into fixative. The delay was due to

unforeseen hospital procedures.

The fixative used was phosonhate buffered 2.5%

glutaraldeh\de and 0.5% paraformaldehyde (0.1lM, ph7.4) for four

hours and the material was post-fixed in 1% buffered osmium

tetroxide for two hours. The tissue was further dissected in

fixative and the laser lesion areas were cut out with a sharp

blade. All the tissues were processed through alcohols to

Epon 812.

One micron sections were cut and specific areas

selected for ultrathin sectioning. These were stained with 1%

toluidine blue. Thin (60nm) sections were stained with uranyl

acetate and laed citrate. The sections were examined in an

AET 800 electron microscope.

The areas of the retina surveyed were nasal to the

disc; and paramacular.

OBSERVATIONS

The great majority of the nuclei of the outer nuclear

layer were normal and well-fixed (Fig.l) but in three separated

areas, focal pyknosis of both rod and cone nuclei was seen

(Fig. 2) in cells with normal outer segments. In a paramacular

zone, the pyknosis (Fig. 3) was associated with irregular

"holes" in the photoreceptor layer, extending from the pigment

epithelium (which was degenerating, but continuous, to as far as

the external limiting membrane (Fig. 11).
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Bruch's membrane was intact and uninterrupted in all

sections surveyed, even when blood cells were present within

or below the pigment epithelium. Its appearance was normal for

the age group, even when overlying abnormal pigment epithelium.

The variations seen were slight. These were variations in the

amount and denseness of collagen; the abundance of coated

vesicles; and the number of tubular structures in the central

zone (Fig. 4). Drusen were never seen. The elastica did not

stain prominently. The endothelium of the choriocapillaris was

much fenestrated and showed wedge-like thickenings at intervals,

some of which indented and even penetrated into Bruch's membrane

and sometimes seemed to interrupt the endothelial basal lamina

Membrane-bounded electron-dense bodies with a lighter periphery

were occasionally seen (Fig. 4).

In many areas the pigment epithelium appeared classi-

cally normal (Fig. 5), and although recently-ingested phagosomes

were seen (Fig. 6), they were never abundant. Occasionally,

electron-dense large pigment-like bodies were found to be

phagasomes when seen in very undeveloped photographs.

Abnormal pigment epithelium varied from slightly

cystic in the apical areas mainly, to cystic throughout.

(Figs. 4,6-8). Even within one block, in near neighboring

sections, the number and sizes of the vacuolar cystic spaces

varied. The basal infoldings were largely normal (Figs. 4,7).

When more severely affected the pigment epithelium lost its

polarity, and large and often irregularly shaped pigmented

bodies (Fig. 4) were crowded into the basal portion (Fig. 8)
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and the microvilli were retracted. Some nuclei became

misshapen and there was nuclear proliferation (Figs. 7-9)

and pyknosis (Figs. 8, 9, 11). The basement membrane of the

pigment epithelium was of uniform thickness and intact (Figs.

4,7-9).

In some areas blood cells, mainly erythrocytes with

a few neutrophils, were found within tho pigment epithelium.

The pigment epithelium was vacuolated and cystic-looking, but

the outer segments and inner segments were normal (Fig. 10).

Where there were "holes" in the photoreceptor layer associated

with areas with blood in the pigment epithelium and below it,

the photoreceptors around the "hole" were distant from the

pigment epithelium, sparser, and some were clumped together in

groups (Figs. 11). These "holes" were found in the photo-

receptor layer only and some of them extended as far as the

external limiting membrane.

Pigmented bodies were seen within the inner retinal

layers. They were mainly in the ganglion cell layer (Fig. 12),

but extended into the inner plexiform layer, and were sparsest,

in small isolated groups, in the inner nuclear layer (Fig. 13).

This was observed in only one zone, superior and nasal to the

disc, and near to a laser lesion, but not within the lased area.

The pigment bodies varied in size but bore a remarkable

resemblance to those of the pigment epithelium. The cytoplasm

around1 the pigment bodies was cystic; therewere misshapen and

pyknotic nuclei and some were shrunken (Figs. 12-14). In

places the cytoplasm looked washed out, there were swollen

num
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mitochondria (Fig. 12) and varied dense bodies (Figs. 12,14).

The cytoplasm looked generally disorganized. Structures strongly

reminiscent of phagosomes formed from recently-ingested outer

segments were seen in these areas (Figs. 12-15). When photographs

were underdeveloped, a few more phagosomes could be identified.

In a paramacular area, outer segments were clumped

together in groups. Some were disorganized and disintegrating;

others were normal (Fig. 16). Here some of the inner segments

were swollen and contained swollen mitochondria. In another

zone which was near to, but not within, nor immediately bordering

on a laser lesion, there were normal looking outersegments

clumped together in groups (Fig. 17). At higher magnifications,

from both these areas, these rod outer segments were seen to be

fusing together in groups of from two to four by the confluence

of their plasma membranes (Figs. 18, 19).

The calycal processes were small and sparse and were

not seen regularly in cross sections of outer segments close to

the inner segments, as expected.

The blood vessels of the retina seemed normal for the

age-group, and the "swiss cheese" effect was not excessively

developed (Fig. 20).
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DISCUSSIOH:- R 0 U G H D R A F T

What emerges from this study is that normal and

abnormal tissues were found within this one retina, sometimes

juxtaposed, in areas distant from the melanoma and from the

laser lesions.

Whether the choroidal melanoma was responsible for

some of the aLiormalities seen is not certain, hut it may be

connected with the migration of pigment epithelial cells into

the inner retinal layers, probably through the holes seen in

the photoreceptor layer. Some phagosomes were seen in the

inner retinal layers and by underdeveloping photographs with

pigmented bodies a few of these pigmented bodies could be

identified as phagosomes.

In several studies of chloroquine poisoning, pigment

is reported within -he retina. Smith & Benson (1971) saw pigment

epithelial cells in the inner retina and these included lamellar

inclusion bodies, in cats; and Francois & Maudqal (1967) saw

this in rabbits; and Abrdham (1970), in a TEM studysaw

pigment bodies in the inner-retinal layers in albino rats.

Bernstein (1964) reported migration of pigment in the form of

very large clumps into the inner nuclear layer in a 38 year-old

woman treated with chlorou(gine for two years for lupus, but

Wetterholm & Winter (1964) saw very large cells laden with

pigment granules in the outer nuclear and outer plexiform layers

in a similar case.
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In retinitis pigmentosa, pigment granules accumulate

around the blood vessels and in the inner retinal layers (Yanoff &

Fine, 1975), (Reese 1960).

The pigment epithelium is well known to be very active

to trauma, to "proliferate at the slightest provocation" and to

migrate into the retina if there are breaks in the E.L.M. The

pigment epithelium overlying a choroidal melanoma may proliferate,

desquamate and migrate so that it will be seen not only over the

tumor but elsewhere, too (Reese 1960).

We do not know what specific trauma caused the cystic

reaction in the pigment epithelium. It could be lasing of the

eye; or the fact that there were lesions near the macula (Frisch,

Schwaluk & Adams) or the effects of the choroidal melanoma.

Wherever there was blood in the pigment epithelium

and holes present in the photoreceptor layer the pigment

epithelium was cystic, to a greater or lesser degree.

In many forms of trauma the melanin granules withdraw

from the optical villi and the general polarity of the cell is

lost (refs. ), as we see here.

The clumping and fusing of the outer segments in groups

of 2 - 4 has not been previously reported but organelles in

general are known to coalesce under trauma (ref.

There are holes seen in the photoreceptor layer but

it is noteworthy that the pigment epithelium is neither torn nor

detached. The presence of blood cells may be due to surgical

trauma but no similar reports were found in the literature of

other melanoma retinas (refs. ). No tears were seen in
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Bruch's membrane but there must have been some to enable the

blood to pass from the choriocapillaris; or else the blood would

have to have come from inner retinal vessels which seem more

unlikely.

In subthreshold laser lesions the pigment epithelium

shows (Adams, et al) condensation nd thickening of microvilli,

loss of pigment granules, condensation of smooth endoplasmic

reticulum and increase in lysosomes. There was associated

disorganization in the outer seqments, shrinkage, separation

from each other, retraction from the pigment epithelium and

disarray.

Why are the calycal processes not prominent? Others

illustrate them in human retinas (Hogan et al). It is possible

that they withdraw or are destroyed in response to trauma.

No matter what observations were seen in the pigment

epithelium and the other retinal layers, Bruch's membrane

remained normal in appearance.
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PROP ERTIES OF EIti.-CPMA.;Ni]TIC kA I AT ION

APPENDIX 1.5 Phys iI

Centre for inte',ii' r, itary ts-11Is
in .Ch, '.i' ! I

The Us iveit ? .1ntaII:

Although the electsroectst o sE -Z r z -t-e1 v- '.. t!Lirty -er f tsr e .h' fat citrt on of is

now dominated by th, joy .sl 'f '-o are,1 i:-

'IffeIcted byiqt isii.-l, 1 y. i-., ,i.t,-;- :.,:' .

prin.cipleIs dje i, I i n - Icr Oiht. 1,i;-t- 1 .- .1 . A a S-u i r 1 ay t:-yt I, t ta

deve lopment of the -1-1ix .

I. INTERACTION JF LISCU-R. MA Th' - 1' hA: :AO: I0 'I I sy n53"

From the beqin-ir-tof tti.' It- i,,rsv n .1-tetc-1 i- .. aI
Mvle'u les, and i've..illy la-,' -I - :-I a

know it today. rtt ".,; - :. :.t
fro.t esrt ratei'* tti, -1-! *

of ma nhanledlt the
thro ugh r-ao. r,~
Particularly dot:-r t
magnetic piect.iu- .:_ 1.,t
when the eneray cot-,,'cd isIn, ,,

tra -sfer enoughI heat tt
boi. I f sufficiert -- :y.......-:

develop which litetally shatti's t%,..-.;: , . .

In this firs t lecture, I will disco's, tie', 1a. a! t!An :I't't1",
give n to t h at partC of it rh'i !1 11 ' . !-i i'i ' : or :.1 ntav-~ Ice

far red or infirrI, t tr Aat .11 tr t' ,s t,_r iItI- It- tt r--
tha t we normalIly a st-Irts wth cot ;.....

Although rlorcisti ra:I fre,- I urclf th'. i r.i wn, w

live is shiele .,-, si . ss.le ;i te: ., '-rct c-4i , !1. 1I o: <' i

atmo~sphere. whic -1; . -ut.2. .:~ i

N aps in jeopardy a!';.a r;0. t I -
cans .Si , ilasly vor -is t i;.m 1li' ,1 "t th,'';u-. 'a -s IIi alt', ti f . i t- id
by the water Va;cs :s. cu! at-';:,

Itstjsert~ehrat,,s s,,e rjAiatic'- %ith w ''i-,'t. s 1: to,-s l1aO e C-ssortr i'

Micros, 19 X), While the flb z- list I ietu, .'et. A40 irA 11- 'In"c. t's "]

Some insects arc res-t':'ac 's vei-ott. usIs'-,aliy d,'.-, !
that ruin sin 1-, is , ''.s c i ot -i the I ti)t zrtV.'o; f: 1 1 s

cetenca -3 eye fltl> Ouset ic- I's all, c,11t f Sc' ia..ti-i 1- i'lcd

before it i't'ahi'" Ii" -sc. A, a-iS-uth -i,litt; t

and in excess ot 1 - in- .. Ii1 , 1 on1 ots Les c tr II['ncii creci i.1ei0 1 n'
t
'-

synthesis and IlhctPl -I z Ste" '

It is not suirre s is thit !thwe'i':ul I o!; i the tLi:Pii. has been d-elepsa t'irouih this
portion o f theI e1c-c ti , n t!17 ti7, vsi's 1 iu olI i- '<i't'---, h es pcni.
L.Afte a-ti-in at'- t tier , -i'-v - it'. Io~''-s ca' a , it -l tvti' Cii' iaiOf atOms,

nIleeaI's antd ions, as are I ns-led is, 1~ 1 Ji-

As we consider the radiiat ion firem - i,-os Iart'.. the oeto' h-ijttI, i ectritn and the tower avall-
a121, frit di flz;c '1-ii-s i1 t't it' j; ,I f'- i-c,:, ' t , a s- ns efer, cci

pcsst - sine it it ot:if-itctate- 'his ,- i !Isi -t1-:,1 1 -t,' It-it les't tits thce

.sitnity. M-Iry of thns are shY,'d -1 ~t'

l et me-q sugst tha the 135 (Ist-r. kAtl m t i- s,tr- he used. To fac-ilitaite this, consider

Wavelength A ef light in na.':o't.-t iso', -stees in ego al ti" 1 i11ni'es(i)

or 10 A'tgstrsi i'

Inerqy r in joules is eial1 to 1l1 ergs.

Energy F is elr-tros volts lev%, -i eq~ual sto 1~t x no" 1 oncs

23.0 kt. al mito

Power J1 in watts, is ejual to joie' s-id.

2. EI.ETROMA1-;NFTIA WAVF.A

Wave motioin in a strinji, or the oe,s or A s-tl.s, is air is-generated by a, ttvisg (silbrat int Ob-
lect. Sim11irly an ele-t-Ie,inisv, ie lik''ar t!- wasi'-1 ct ,s it des'ii" 1 'y ',I- :, I- -tstoti,

r m ie of an IeIert'eialy h- ,,1i ritiir I '- "n-l tt -). Anle: Iti. field. satoily -is is
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around an electron. An it moves and its velocity rapidly changes, an oscillating electromagnetic field is

generated, and an electrcvma netic wave I s pr dr'ed which ha,'; I.th an electric and magnetic curinent
transverse to the direction of pr,cac"tioii of th. w,.. in Riq. 1, 1 show schematically an electru-

magnetic wave Jro-pagatin in the z direct ion with the V.'o-ity -f light, The wave Is LLan loriZed
where both the electric and ecafnetic vectors -> Illite normal to one an-ther and in phase. Th., plale of
PolacIation of the wave is characterized by the i-ane In which sle L vector lies.

| tDirection

lPolarization

Figure 1. An electromagnetic wave propaiating
in the z direction and jaolari.c-l il

the K-direction.

The spectrum of electromagnetic radlati-n is very extensive, reaching from extremely long waves, which

have wavelesiLths that are tho-ainds t klc.'-t,-S , I--si to very si-ih c.er-;y cosmic rys with wavelengths
much smaller than the diameter of a nulr- -; i. i,:-e I atA t a Ilsical csfllat on ot charge as
an elctrensr-'netic w-a- lenerat-r i rakc i c': a 'ho wov.. lecth -f t h, eitt--i radiation ap~raches the

size of thy atom, c I'm. For 'n,- .i. .,. te If.-- , itt of the aoctroi we have to con-

sider an asianio cc aicinto r-:.-a A i . e 1.01 ore ra'cA lamn the
quantum pi-t o , t;:I' :- tht -,, h aotd lhctooc ar wa ves. For the
moment let it cuffi-c, to ;. t wt- , t .,- too i ft the Ihotn (a qwantir of energy)

is dir ctl , ol-orinal tt, f -Iat il Iharrue

E - h%,

where the constant of froj-rtiorality
5 

ss . -- oltant, i. x ii joule sec.

The rel tics: betwn -o 1 -it. :n ! ,i !',,rlmaneti- -wIe in vacuum, c and the
frequenc y -f t t, o -lot ' -a,

, 
ts,- w.,te-h it of the ropa tated wave

(metest is-a e imp 1. on,

c - Xc.

The velocity of alht c: has m ct f I x I . Athooh all other waves require propagation with-

in a medium,, cl-i a~T co e-i wve- '. oaI L It. i, , caI- rnt oct -c1I y t h r cugh oult theI
entire el-otromaotsi ei chtr.t-. , v.e. I -th1 ,,--ec tn a .dhoa meium its velocIty is changed.

The ratio of the veloc-it',- tle lotv -to I . a'.c--is vcs-t an tM .- t within tl-e md, I-, v. Is commonly
known as the muon f e!to to i, c, t i i-cc

c
n v

The "a)r ,art of the l:M slnctrum is shown schematically n Frio. 2, where we have lited the wavelength
in meters, tre I H s is II r -1 -'c' - - ld e r;y ,f raic hoti,. ii electron volts (ev). a o:.it
primarily used tns I 0v.n i5; -1,1 cty t 't it Ice es--i,- ,t 5,- .. eotin wI.Lh has 5,5cr-i tttrct:i a
potential I If . s - o sl o tI I C -. , e l ' -as . r.,. "anr,, t he-Ii - t te ir-e',d wIth the
enormity -f the si--o tr whis stenhe'= o'er ne thai, it i-i, -tt -a-et 1. it - Tc oih ths entire ranoe
the tame nie I-e laws -rl, lv 'tonwell ih ihe ; lnOO'si,- I Icorihe toe. es-ti e ele.tto;et,'i-sr'r-m

Notice that out ci tsr "Stire c-j, ectrz , cisile r: rtot which largely-ccrt. life -rocessis and vinual
comianicati-in ~is ,-to-r tc-w I sined.

3. EMIh1SfIN Anti, AdiFT' "; -P RADIATION Y uS ii TtTM ih(flJ .T-

Fly the iics of the - 1,-ry the otoc- wc-c st for linok ond P'instein to reconize the Importance of

the 'a., I- Ili
, 
t.I I, r!,ri ' 1:- th- di .Tiltti -f lM alirtion that was live'n i- i y hot

bodi s, I f.i ( ..- ti T ltt wi,t-citted am' ii I of ero o-sey, r ,gy AiuAta,. in-
stead ci --- nil a . i- - - - - i t;, 1, -wa.e no twi- f mattt. - Fr
a potti l r 1-,t I, -i . c n -, I lt .I r n i I n e t, I e -;ilIrIur tlit Is f r a La k-
body radit, --r, (la,-, -w. ! , iat 1: 1, 1- , r-. ;I -c o,LI Ist , ech with a diffetnt
freuenoy c, the eo,. :, hocito " t -' t -I l-it, 'n I ,ii ,..1 is t, , w!ht fr a system in, themal
equilibrium at an .rl-lI -t1, tir: ty ila n ', law:

8' hvt F,.

Cl de.1 h - T)-II

kV
it i-~ livnil-I
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PHOTON
ENERGY FREQUENCY WAVELENGTH
(OV) (Hz) (M)

IO - 1Hz 3x11o

102 60Hz 3 a_0 3xIOKm -COMMERCIAL POWER (60Hz)
10- KHz 3xt04" _ TELEPHONE

10'- - DIATHERMY (13.56KHz)
IO'" 106- 1MHz 3x1O 2  2 AM (535-1605 KHz)

1' 10a -  3X100 3m DIATHERMY (27.12 hHz)
DIATHERMY(40.68MHz)

1-6tHz 4 z- FM (88.108MHz)
100 3x10 - 3cm TELEVISION

0- 3mm---- RADAR

Io0"IO2- 3x10- INFRARED

100- 306 3 SYNCHROTRON OPTICAL10 VISIBL LIGT1RDIAIO RADIATION

10i- 310 . 3nm ULTRA VIOLET

Figure 2. 1000310 X"RAYS 00 MEDICAL X-RAYS

Figure 2. Electromagnetic sie-tr i shw:. the' varius sj-t:al i gns.

Here k - 1.38 x IC
2  

soule.;°c in i'c*ltzo~gc',', e-'c -ri-'-, "cnt. 'The " 1,s'iior sttt,,s that there are
8ett degrees of fred,,o in thr-tyc' tcs -.i. ' to ccri;. crry t in . -l tii deqiroe of

c3

freedom at temperatue T.

If one considers a hole c-t in w i t,: ,- l> ,k,'I,./t. t"o r iAit I-.we erttd no , I tc'

e e, ,tti nc trti,'i icurf a"-', ci ,r-t::ci. ce -! Itct.c tl]tesct

radiant e I t Is r o c, th, tlah , --ii si x;io n.j - l-' wil. I k t.t"- a t 1-'- jleir;th int, oal lot-eon

3 and A-d
t

W(X,T)dj _. C . . . watts In .rit.
S [rexi-chc/ 'k7t - I!

if the wavelength is Iivn it rlan,,te , (r.- -!: - 1.74 x t,'' watts nit' it'. It f,-l.ws then that

one can defino the siet l If "i .1 .- ou , . "t t t' - ::'a' to -!,-elit-
ting surface contai ,.i in a '::.il I r-,, , ' ; ,c.c I -, 1 - i ': i It' ? l. icat, :%-)t y is

plotted in Fig. 3 for the , -., ! . 1 ,! ::. . !. , ! c I t, -lh t Ic'
yillion degree K ari w , t i n ti t h h clc i-

cludes the terl-oratut.o -f th, -. i tc;c i oc~~

about 10 K a--cl t~ei~' -i crtc
from hi"ghly relat ii' - l t r ' 1 - " : ot!. I.,c t t.
synchrotron radiationcl scar. 0-; t it i t h Ii ti !e n -Ia

region are ral idly dvelo ,i a- z i , w

From the I lanok radiati, n t t' Ii it f i '. the wavle t-ih -s- lated with the distritct i-

maxLmum A. tiMes ti,terature cs . i : i t,

A.T - 2.9 x 10' rmlK.

which is the well n w,,wn W,-' - -- tort ' , , eathon w'as idc tti fi i e l-Pirup 11 , ; f ore ulanck's

work. In a similar wt h. - n i ,t '- tcc- -tv't' -. Ic:.-: Ito t r the t tali.-wi' r.iti'trd Ly a -lack-
body through the ur a, of th,' ar-, eerctr c-ic-'-,- . , w trcv . :th,

w f W1 ,T) I = IT"

o

Most radiation imttees, with th- -xc c i ,ti ,n c-f the tk -t., are nit is intense as blA khody radiators,

therefore the tla kik-ly i:rve, ; to - -t t!' -pt I- , it cf ;- .- i. .! ft, a "u. tat'. .tcn. S- cits

and soc gasdsct.r ,s radit, I;k " , it A.-Ii...l t,I cc'I' . in f.t, t ttio ',i(tri] dltrilcctir-n Tmittet
by incandescent l-mi'.' a, iI hin lciitv. ar s -i ;tarr t, an I. a '1 1 lat'-, - a i'""d a);'- x i catic'n frim

Planck's fo)rmula. A', a r.fren+:e jit, a , -la, ki. ty at a t-1-erit ire i rii K h-as its radi.t ion f'.'ak at
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E Id!II

I- I0  -/ ULTRAVIOLET - -- INFRARED -

X- RAY---- -- -LASERS-
z I0-

I-
"r-

I Il-O I0'

,- 10 10 10 10 10" I
CL WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 3. Spectral brightness for the blackhody radiator a a funtion of terezature.

558 n=l near the centre of the visible s etri, wt;..re the hurnar, eve is on st r sit.ve. Y,-t , . 45 per-
cent of the radiation fill- within the ,'sihlr art of t!. sI ctrur, SIX Iciscnt In the ult vilet and
the rest in the infrared.

There is yet unother quantum rI , e, whi h was isys rtant in establishin.y the partic- -rture <f"lqt-
the rhotoelectrI , tf,:Tt. i t was -. li.d th.L .j .rs sd !u a - r.a!j surax. t:y wr the
energy of the pnz-tcn wi al to .r. i r thn h rini ,t ' tt.e l-e't-o), in tthe retai,

KE (electron) hv - ¢

Any excess erry wt int, thn ki, ,, .:q i: ,.f th, ,utoniq electrrun. It is only since the ai'ent
of LASER,; that it is, r ,l:s - t, .' 7 h,, t of i u: fiin :r y T -

lI ease an electrn " atu.t , ,xI - n tatio and ionization r.,r,.rrs that is.VIon-linear jioc-ss a.,e -~ ;-111 , .

Once the concept of the 1un tr in , s I.it It Was r< oi-il"1 it f l I l diT retlo that atoms wIth
negative electrons ;!:A' A I ,i t stn oln fiI t l-ti t, ntil lrqht
was s n iv t r , - . ,ih!I, '. I, te at I 2 to
a lower one Pr rrfer f I I . It i . ; ! , , Ita t, 1, the li,1.t -a. te
absorbed (Flg. 4t7) this x-tiri; th lr-oi r t fme tilt t1 7i , s y

V)2 1  - (E2 -Ei)/h
SPONTANIOUS ABSORPTION STIMULATED
EMISSION EMISSION

E2
2

2/

INCOHERENT COHERENT
OUTPUT OUTPUT

(a) (b) (C)

Figure 4. Three modes ,f opera .i, fcr the ",i t -n if a

photon of frequen ,y I ! u) ihotol 'it' 11 and ,tr I ,isis lin of %.I.

Rule, known as slrt ,) -,, ,; e.y ,t,,n states 2 and 1. The time on
the average it tier ; I t I . I I i I t , I I I 1 ,, ti, ii ,1t .,. lI, t - I I It, 1, It. A yt, . In
the case of ie , - 1- 7- t n .n ',i , . 1 I t : t , In k;t tr I t Z- re state
of vibratirn of tl,, arl-,- , t , Ii rUc r I-, 'I. t- IIIth , h . ris i al
terms descrb n.; tiherite sy nte. h;rI. rI ol-ttlon1t . Iati-niil and rotati.,rial e r gy are

Envi . En v . j E
n nv

where n in the elerttr i level, v. a jarticular vibrational level within the electronic state and Jn the
rotational sib-eel. nv



It is important to keep in mind the rlat ve rnltild,, of the irntervals whlch -xist Lt tweec eeeY

levels. Normally furtsel.ctr:ns , !laI.si: 2., ii, i: , -tt.., ,:.,!:. rort.it . 0!.:- ii ,ifi-ar, i i

near inffrred, visible an ult t i t . .. 9., :,,t:r,. . . .. ,-

fraction of an elctron c,! r.. t.., o, '. I..- :i: S i: t',t. a: i.,. ii ,.' , ,.. ii tO. i. t,,
infrarXd region, while rotatcr..l te~ir-.:: :.- :..c . it. :i..i . Ii t1,:.,c tr r. .. ti-

which are the basis of radiatin fr n .

When an atomic s stem i, f- , 2d' r-e. r t . Zi . 1., 1 v I .! f fit.,,
1, he 11qht thkit 1, 1.t tt , t '.! , . , ', . . , . : . t . t t , . r.i1 ,; ; ;. I

the intensity f t t. t 1:..7 - 1!t.

it is just this Ir,,. ,t
which is intense, t:- , , t ,

case when a nuserr of q
sourees have lIc exLst. i.. .. -.. .. ...

with the advent of tl, !, . 1 i t' . 9., ,. his ,i 11

4. LASER PROCESSES

Consider the uual elati, a. wh: .th je- . i t t ,: t r f 1,;lsats n Ia :rf thstulh ar,
absorytie ,edium. ifis 1!. if,.. .t .i - , tt t ti..2 . .1 . it-.r , I...

I ix) e Ox e X- )

where Ix) is the intecr.s ti a 12. 2 hut lean ,.:wi:;allv lf ,t. ':02!. she.

through the otial ei f t:,. t. ... . ii, t , 29!. .2>50...' . .9-!. 292 :2.
in ter-m-,of thef.:r'stc: ,-P: L ~~ -! k,72..2::9 ,:, t. 1;, : : . .

light, B21, sieily

0 - NIBI2 - NhB.I

where Ni and N, are the numier .- siti- 1 .rc-- f ;. t r, . n t- .I ,t .. , ..

probability of trs:- t in , t ..:ii tt:i . .7.. , . .r- au; . . f2

that

C - B(NI - N.).

Anyone f,m 191' orwa, '11 a . r' v th I , ar, i ta, -1i .:. : " ..: a*, .
N tht rby sa: itl a , ir, I ,t n Ii .t :.r-. ,I . . .

called n atal .. . , t " r z It
when the ,cl It- J,:. . ..- t

end 30t l~ lce9 s t. he. -

l ight stoirc e a:. 1si

There are -19y w , -. I - 11:..- i2: -
dlscusse.1 in
let It Suffj.-. ! , ,,t t ,)r . Tr " • :

and that this d.. .t

will bC e~ a I:!ii-f ,. t , , 1 :, . ,, t

state. If ths 4.ti tcr fa-. f ,. I i-
will be tue.].- t 2 lasst C VIT

OPTICAL CAVITY

o A

Li

INVERSION *L 't, ,, oi,,WC

Figure S, Shtwn Is ,1 ' t 1 e -. ' a), i s;r, Cs!. f ...- ., s,

tis eci, . , :' .. , , : ,.-vs .. -, ,'.2> : .' . ': ,

there is t. - ,.i. 0 1..

Sine normally .7 i I '*.: " "-'ri , I. , . .. , . t , ... s te-
quired tu matntmin it ,, '' ' ' .. .. . .e... .29. .i 1.. .

dist rlbrt t, ltet 5 0.5. . 7, .:,.. . . ,• . .t.he... .. . . . 1

atoms will raldily r,"irt t se : i ., r ,. . . . . .... I . ,,
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stimulated emission, and lasinq action will cease.

We have seen that the feetirncy of the laser l~ght is limited to a narrow hand centred arouraf V
2

associated wi th the fi',tii -diS of 0., tian';ii; 21. '.hic width inclulis the width due to the ratural
dec ay of the ecite'c ntat, ti -t th, r i-it- at rc and fiessure broador.,rng. icwcer, within

this broad b 11n - t ,III, a ot , t v' I , ! tvi ,V-n M-te ri-iitii~tvd Iy tho ; ropectics of ty~,
o.ptical cavity. At- ''.-r-o 1-. , cec 'c-cr it, the cavity arc said to he inr. crmal
s5!ds. The ttrcjc.'rv II to.,- ,. 'ili are ihaeIi-s of tic -v~etIl
frequen cy on, tI .. . :vI, II I i ty n 3 Ijth L, s ,tand Ing wave, s I ila t; those
in astring occur, or.lj . -. ''i to c 0ii uitoI ~ic of ore-hial f thr eni ttvd waoel t.-gtr.
so tat

L -M A12 m ,2....

From the simple rrlat trv - t-rot-c . I --. 1' I-;h- wAvlosgt-h and frequency discussed above, the

frequency interval L.<t--c al it ,a

Asi - c/2L.

If for example for red l-ow.,rc. I s-r i. '.j 1 'Ie as frur i'-N- 0 dlaer I-t. and at
opti cal1 cavi ty oi 1 e h- .t j
words the iadiation-n 01 1
plus pressure broad, -- '- r. "' . K
actio.n because th-,y nr t i
associated withi the )a t
the original speotra ,-. t

with a normal link !li IE r iIt
can in tcinci 1 l1 if t ;r
pew er a vai lalfln fo -it II.-''',-

trene ly large, in fat Ia. , t:- :t

Normailly we alsi, it 'i i.-' xv fi an ru a r-t-lar
cavi ty. T ics ; att,- ti n T- tic 1 th e t . 1ils
of which are he- !v t--u t-oc -
values where f-r it1 i .i' t i-tr, ! rl.,ftil
var-ation. TI-Mc i su

5. PROPERTIESi Cr11'

The special 1r-,-it-, tce act- tnw'.I 1-oe clear aswe coutmaro the
LAiER as a igjht ,'' ;I , -l~ati't,

a. Point 5;nurc,- da cxlen-!
ful Iaizto.o

example, an at n i- ,
light from A
origin. Close to ti- 'A
ever as that sa-o.i - -sn "-'' ' a
be consigerod -vl

An esxtendl--i , sor.ty ' tin', t a ,irtr'-l r Ift ii Ase
to this source, tl,0  I:' I I,, I -i fro
P-1int; isvwer a -- -- -A I, ii'. ic-
haves like it ocee f .''- itc- ..... s:-r ti--Al ua--

the organized nature : its,'a rl .rcl Ii -'viiaa vt5iOc-c tio.:! in ''alty it is
not.

b. Monochrosatiit ,'ro . -it-aa cCi -i, ccAIr would have called the lin ht from amercury arc lamp . ifi _ci 'ci " Ir-" - - 1 , !
0 0 

.80l imade up of'i afr-x' <Jo :n-, 0 ' -, - I- i,o ta t c, 0~0 01 t1t Ao II

the sfs'ctr a1~ c 'w -', 1 i-; 1: ni t~ v so thait tIe li';ct f-n tnt fIrst tine
can truly be' n dcesidtrnl i' '-i- -7y t

c.* Spectral Ciiee-o if l-ir e1 Tr a" ver 1: -1 c i cx t..oj'a

eleotrim- j3u wavi- w- lId 'n u ''-1 --
one backs away from ti- ' o'tuivil

In the case of ,-.0 j, th, f - - -- - -i
light I-ea-Is to th-Ic' ;. i-
phase, quite slm,ir 11 f,.

i ght then it, one of

The coherne i-f j.1_ h Iii

v ee tie cotic 7r1 t." 1 i--f -
e ffec ts c-n 5-t o.' t~ i
ference [hot,,-Fa -I ' .'- ''

Cosder the -v -
herent I gh t 0' :" nigI .-, ii

Pattern. The fr-sitii'i.



Figure 7. Snsle slit
di II ra .tl c";

J tern

whe r. n (k-n::..w . t! ' ,. -- "t. ... C CIt .I -.i - a f .. t i tei

thle ididlec t> :C i

ah-rrst at t3 t t 1 -* C

dif fratInos Jatt C. 5.

d. PflI,-zt--I ,'.i::'i nt

case of ra i-.l..s I! t C .

na.ture 1, 
1

) C. ;. . , .. ;. . . 33C

generate-i t .v, r ;C~ *C3~ t .33. rO

mad. s. b ti :> "!. !C !1 . . . . f a

lake ; ir te .3 i z 1. 1 1

glare a -,.t. r,

Tlhe radlat:.. n C, C" ti.>

Proce_ 5.3 .. 3.. -. .. - '

w It h r-o., C. .3, ; C .. C . 3:.

b'uill 'I . W1' t, 1 C t 3'. t q.. i .

6. GUNERAC 3. .

LA
5
i'ro: -ar Ct,

3
,. . . . .t- w',.iit: I t3. 3' .t r ,

usefal t 31 . . ..

laC ir wIt.: I t.

ith a. spall .3- f . . . . . .

teu t I il .'.

SiCures, Ii. .3

larger.~~~I" A''31. . C3

from the -53r ".1 ir*., C, 33, 3

Tlhe p[i3n'' IC ' t ti" '3 '' t(.t 1'.' t Is-

oa- as . .1 Ct!C C'

cenci C h-,. . 3 . ~ . .~C~C ,,.:. C'

b. Paidi,.- I 
3 

C 
3  

c .. . I. -u I:3, C--CA332 O: S 3" 'i t'v it,

ratat~3i 3!,.-.. * '- C' ( 3 * . . . h
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which tas some co,'s-,1 area .7r, - e too , as cc-u. cn

A---- de .3:,-e ae ad ."Y'' d8-- Fnt. 5.c
wt ..a' Ieaat e a ' -w i n

rar'i't I.,

like ti's 2.' I I t a,,'
fra ' t-- ' ' t t

froe th- , i ,. t s

of t-e L,,,,: .T.

It Can be -,f L ' '.
the 'olid a 1--- ' a !1
[,oaint - c'lu Ii I i 111 t . .. . : t z , N . i

V is e ual to 'x 1 - " i w : i
illiwatt it ol

Intensity . ..... - - 4 x :
"
' watt'- yr.

Pigqire 8. Sphere showinq the eleents 7 3 IC-.

definnq solid a;le.

e. Brightness - Th. , a: , xtoondd source is the radiant eL:ttetn-c'n:t sol:1 at" Ci to. e

intensity/u,.it area of tne cO:Itt. ix:. cotenscty nd brctht:.ncs fall i as-. cc -ti. ': r. t

to the roo'l to the rncttc t± . 1 :! the cat: cf te I T1.I iwatt '-A- t -,1, ti... -- i

I m or 0.Lly tieters,

4 i 7C, watts -
Brightness (LASER) = - -- - 3 13- watts Sr411 (0.201) &m

By comparison, for various other li,3ht so' -- s:

Brightness (Tungsten filaient 3C- 7K1 x I- watts m -ir

(High power carbon arc) 3 ' wa'tt it

(Sun) 2 x Ic' watts r

(0.25 MW Stnchrotron
sour r

,  
. l li waftt

,  
r .

Thus, the smallest of lasers., jo : t or thr, - I : 41,t s - ' , :n ia t s t-, .td'-, I
swgnltude brijhter too, t:, t,-, L,! s 1t, t.

d. Spect-ra s P, Io . h,a al: .- -a it Its '

radiator. Cr-,r a a. ;It i ine.. t-e. as r .1

There Is no cor , , e , t, cr t ' , '.r . '. 7

He-Ne I milliwatt IA.-!h , i... i r, r, i I ! 1
spectrtim. Altiou h i r t t ,

power in a !,- ll i . r d is r " ,

dsihutri -r -;

Howeve, In I n.. - , , i , -h
frejircy wi t0. ts . , .: , ttJ 2 ~ . .: .:-! tat. .i ,

hel I utr-nc,,'s Ia-- e - 1!' ,t o.1
unit WasC'- ft,' :1- I1

e . ln-n -'tllat- c' :- ti, .- ,. a~x:-t. ' i-" , ~~,l1:,':t : -":-. ,~ to , as ,.-. ,

LASLit o t, ,
, 

, . . : ta,- t .- U.it , t , , .A'! ' ''.'

Let's lock at th , : t,- 5r . t, t-u.t.t"

one wants a u -: : - I . .,-. . . ,. - .1 1

LASEiR does. e.o- ,, '.2 7 it i-.
A, with the unit - , t: a-'-,c,-.c,-itr " ,,, ' : n .' , ,

Sinether w.; ''tit., - '7 '<t-.5: t, t.he t 1 ti.

sphere is qv t,'

Power - nterssitrt xli-i ATle

I ' i t' l tt A

distributed over the ntire vii-le s~e'tral raqs. Fr m atI've,

Power (He-Ne [a-r) - 4 x 101 watts/;r x A,, (:rl

4 x 101 k R' watts,



in a single spectral line. It follows then that the ratio of the powers reaching a small area A is

PowerA (He-Ne Laser)

Power A (Tungsten Bulb)

When one rem-mlers that LASERS have been developed that are a thousand-million-million times more in-
tense than our hIliun-ieon laser one recoqji ze, th< enormous potentidl for the transfer of eneray and

information availaLle thrc uqh the LA_1E.

In Section 3 we s.w,- that th, bri.;htn !s of even the smallest helium-neon LASEF. is in excess of that

of the sun. t.v:;; thi cea:n that the L:H, 1 laced as far away as the sun could dc a better ]ob than the
sun in illuminatlni the earthh :I cfurI;e :lotl The ower of each is its brightness times the solid angle
subtended times the area o, the emitt ; . Under these circumstances one sees that

Power (Sun) 2 x 1l watts m', r x "(1<V x A R' (Sr) 6 x 110 A/R, watts

Power (Laser) 3 x l0 watts/m','m r K *'i'- x A/R' (Sr) 9 x 102 A/k
2 
watts

7 x 10"

Even though the sun is a source of lower )riqhtness than the LASER its very large area more than makes up
for it.

f. Concentration of power into a small area - Though it won't be proven here, radiant power density
at a point on some area which is ben. illuminated by a source depends only upon the brightness of the
source. In this case the size of the source is immaterial. Furthermore, the power per unit irradiated
area has a value which is the same order of magnitude as the brightness. Since the laser has the greatest
brightness of all li ht sources, it fol low-l that the 1l er is cal able of iroducing a greater power density
than ancy other sources.

As one might ex,.ect the smallest aria in:t, whi hrudiatin in a parallel or nearly parallel beam can
be focused by a lens Is loLsted c d1f0ra. tett t- a:. area _f a:irx.mat,.P . where is the wavelength of
the radiation. The h.lJhest power densit' Ird',e r.: 1 ni1watt LA. ES is thus given by a Wwer output
divided by or

I x i a ,l i
Power Density H!e-Nc (LASEO = - i x 1 watts'm'

;eh x l "

Note that the valuet, for the power ,c :city iE. withi ,a, order of magnitude of the brightness of the
LASER. Remember a,;ain that this partiulai A,. is cce of the lowest power LASERi. Therefore, as one
might expect the effectiveness s f mr ,A.. like a 6000 watt C02 cw LASER for the machining of
metals, welding and thor such our) o , i ..xtr ,y d. Another impressive examlie is a picture of
approximately ten burn; in one hmo i....n ,aused by the light of a ruby LASER focused onto the cell.
Microsurgery using IAh:jR5 is now a tca t'

Although LASERS are ar be:tter tha:. ar ith, r man-made sources for many purposes, they are not the
solution to all problems. ,ther li ht souze: are far superior to the LASER for many purposes such as
general illumination. The applications of !,A .gu- wll be discussed in the next lecture.
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the popul ar dyes, rhodamise 6G, as well as its emtission spectrumt. If the laser cavity is not tunefd to a
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Because of their high efficiency and brightn-s, LASERS tare playing an Incr easingly impcttant role in

di splay sys tems. fuertnerroreI,the Isasihili ty 1 eeirtoally usng rn)ectcr LiAhI.lo-- for light bulbs is
certainly real. For t he n--en, thu I% ' LKS to. it tac bn dvledo dinot operte in the iLiereio of
the s-tri.The eltietIcy of th0-i 1.1j. cli it; pj-,mrot,1y l04, and uric lift is shInort. A
blue dio de I.AER, such as irE nay Ic aI Io t , eraiteihu bete'l cooled with a. eficec pj-cahing
25%. The chi-rest nrccrroti tdt' it a t-uld ise produced could be c-nerted to rt et oc I. ii
light by s-ar eIuoi the , Lb wih a ropho which =uld elt,. i,1ntyatni1,,,itt.e, laser
light, a nd rtni it . once i a rod ha Ids uc a syste.m'.'ln would I,-.t est-.cl sioje a U Ioa-

lived, lie tor f ite ay p ica tici f! in51- 1 r ,t to the cl-r~nsjof wif-:-Pac, n as statoes,
arid nat iasa ero--t_, the to I-o55 ie-itso orsai Ichor to oc .the dirt
from the sueace wIth, sIi. twwtitli;,tedirreAtNtheec, e-t 't a
literal be 1-uitd I-,i' I t' 'otnt ,1 &1,-tred i-p th soldsrfc Ie the
preferential heating of 0.. 1-, t non !t inr tc II, roes.oI -
used with h lacer trr 1,i v ~ ajo wn4 itoct cjIyrc-iaisleero the
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material under irradiation.

Photocoagilation has now been extensively used in treating a number of diseases of the macula. For
example, the majority of patients treated for serious central retinopathy have shown an improvement in
visual acuity within three weeks. However, diabetic retinopathy is rapidly becoming a chief cause of
blindness. It is now estimated that approximately 19% of the blindness in the U.S.A. is caused by such
retinal changes. Coagulation of the retina is one of the major approaches to the control of this disease.
Although the ruby LASER, which emits at 694 nm in the red, has been used, it has not been particularly
successful. Instead, either the argon ion LASER which emits at 488 and 514 rum or the frequency-doubled
neodymium doped YAG crystal which emits at 530 nm have more successfully been used. The relatively high
absorption of the green wavelength by reduced or oxygenated hemoglobin makes these latter two lasers very
attractive in the treatment of retinal vascular anomolies. Treatment of glaucoma, by poking a small hole
in the iris with the LASER, has thus far been carried out in Russian laboratories.

In recent years, the LASER has become a surgical tool. Both the infrared CO2 (10,600 nm) and a green
argon ion LASER (488 and 514 rim) have been effectively used as these radiations interact quite dramatic-
ally with tissue. The red ruby and He-Ne light are not appreciably absorbed by tissue, blood or water and
consequently are of little use. The advantage of laser surgery is seen in the bloodless cut since vessels
scar immediately. Attempts now are being made to use laser surgery in awkward places such as in the skull
for the removal of cysts.

Be'ause of the high power density and the monochromaticity which sets the defraction limit of the spot's
size, the LASER is an excellent tool for microsurgery. Once again the choice of the critical wavelength
is important since one is able to irradiate part of the subsystem of the cell with that frequency of light
which is best absorbed by it.

The LASER is also being considered as a tool in dentistry. Thus far it has not readily been accepted
but in the future it may be important in the treatment of special diseases and for mechanical constru-tion
in awkward places.

LASERS have also found extensive use in dermatology, particularly in those areas involving cosmetic
changes such as the removal of tatoos, birthmarks, and growths. The early enthusiasm that developed
around laser surgery associated with cancers has now lessened because it has been observed in many In-
stances that treatment by the LASER has caused the diminishing of the original cancerous growth but has
also caused it to spread to other areas.

h. Mining and Geological Applications of Lasers - One of the most common uses of LASERS now is in
surveying. However, the monochromatic properties and its high spatial coherence have made it a surer
tool for interferometric measurements of small earth crust movements. Extensive study has ione into the
distortion of the earth's crust with the motions of tides and of earthquakes, and with the ;lid of the
LASER, scientists throughout the world are now able to make predicitions as to when and where major earth-
quakes will occur.

The extreme power of the YAG, C02 gas LASER and some chemical LASERS make them excellent candidates
for drilling and mining. Already LASERS are in the field in these areas.

LASER light was bounced from the moon. As a result, scientists have been able to determine very
accurately the shape of the earth.

Laser radar or LIDAR is now playing a very important role in determining and monitoring pollutants in
the lower atmosphere and the LASER is now playing a particularly important role in map-making.

j. Military applications of LASERS - Virtually every laser application thus far discussed finds a use
within the military. Conversely, the hundreds of millions of dollars spent on laser-related research and
development supported by military establishments not only finds application there, but has quickly found
its way back into the community.

Information storage, processing and communications are of primary importance to the military. In-
tegrated optic systems, which allow for coupling of the computers through optical fibres without electro-
magnetic interference are now commonly used in military systems. The use of holographic storage of
information and the holographic techniques in map-making are now under consideration. The use of optical
communicators between aircraft and between line posts are now under design. Some are presently in the
field, as are laser range-finders and guidance systems.

The power associated with modern LASERS is sufficient for anti-personal weaponry. However, the main
thrust will be in developing LASERS that can be used to ignite thermonuclear devices, and to detonate such
devices in MERV war heads.

Although not strictly a military application, one of the "far-out" applications for the future will be
the use of LASERS for space ship launching and propulsion in space. Such schemes are presently under study
at NASA and have been proposed by such leading experts as Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz, Chairman of AVCO Research
Laboratory. The magnitude of the LASERS nec-ssary for such a scheme is mind-boggling; however Dr. Edward
Teller, his teacher, was asked to comment upon the Kantrowitz proposal predicted: "It will happen before
lase. fusion will make a contribution in a practical sense. I am interested in... how soon the fusion
energy we want to squeeze out of these microex losions will really give economic power. And I believe
propulsion of manned satellites will occur befere that occurs."
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